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Yo, la peor de todas
Rated R.: Running time: 1 hour, 46 min. Our Content ratings (1-10):
Violence 1; Language 0; Sex/Nudity 2.

Now as they went on their way, he entered a certain village, where
a woman named Martha welcomed him into her home. She had a
sister named Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet and listened to what
he was saying. But Martha was distracted by her many tasks; so
she came to him and asked, “Lord, do you not care that my sister
has left me to do all the work by myself? Tell her then to help
me.” But the Lord answered her, “Martha, Martha, you are worried and distracted by many things; 42 there is need of only one
thing. Mary has chosen the better part, which will not be taken
away from her.”
Luke 10:39-41
Sr. Juan turned her cell into a library filled with books given by
admirers or inherited from her grandfather.

T

© First Run Features

hanks to someone on YouTube, Argentinean
director Maria Luisa Bemberg brings to us
gringos the enlightening biographical film of one of
Mexico’s early and still read poets, the 17th century
nun Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz (1651-1695). It is a beautifully costumed and acted historical drama about a
woman still very relevant on a universal basis—she
was the first writer in the Americas to defend the
rights of women. Also, her besieged (by the church
authorities) life ended when she succumbed to the
plague while nursing her fellow nuns.

against her.
As we see in a flashback well into the film, Sister Juana had been sired out of wedlock by a Spaniard and a
creole mother, grew to become a prodigal child,
learning to read Latin by the time she was three. Desiring to become a scholar a few years later, she
dressed like a man hoping to attend university classes, a move opposed by her mother. She did attain
great learning from her grandfather’s books and, at
the age of 16, while a lady-in-waiting at the viceroy’s
court, passed with flying colors an examination by a
room full of clerics and scholars assembled to test
her. Not shown in the movie is the fact that they
granted her the equivalent of a university degree!
Uninterested in marrying and being imprisoned by
the drudgery of a housewife, in 1617 she entered the
Convent of the Order of St. Jérôme where the kindly
Mother Superior gave her permission to pursue her
writing interests, both in poetry and drama. She became so well known and respected that admirers had
given her so many books, including heretical ones by
Luther, that it was said she had the largest library in
the country.

When I first saw the cover of the Spanish version of
the film, I wondered about the tall, blue-plumed
crown placed over her nun’s head covering. As the film
unfolded, this was explained, as well as the great impact this talented woman had on her times--and continues today through her poetry and plays. She reminds me, in her struggle against the misogyny of the
Church’s hierarchy, of a better known medieval nun,
beautifully chronicled in the film Vision, Mother Hildegard von Bingen. However, the latter rose to
great power in the church, whereas Sister Juana
(Assumpta Serna) rejected such an opportunity, and
thus had no power when the conservative Archbishop
of Mexico (Lautario Murua) mounts a campaign

Continued on next page
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dent in the scene wherein the Vicereine tells the nun
to remove her headgear so she can see and stroke
her hair. Sor Juana during this period writes a number of love poems, some of which she dedicates to
her patron.
Although most of the nuns admire Sor Juana, others
are jealous, as well as upset by her unorthodox beliefs and morals. The Archbishop is fearful of what he
sees as the moral and theological laxity back in Europe spreading to his country too. The prelate begins
to reign in Sor Juana but is opposed strongly by the
Viceroy. The two openly clash. As long as Sor Juana
has such a powerful protector she is safe. Not thinking ahead, she rejects the offer of her aged Abbess
and other supporters that she stand for the post in
the next election. Her reason for turning down the
opportunity, of course, is that she would have no
further time for study and writing.

The Viceroy & his wife attend a somewhat racy play written
by Sor Juana at her convent.
© First Run Features

When in 1680 the newly arrived Viceroy of Spain Marqués de la Laguna (Hector Alterio) and his wife the
Vicereine Countess Maria Luisa de Paredes
(Dominique Sanda) are watching one of her plays,
they both admire her artistry. Sadly, the Archbishop,
sitting close by them, is disgusted by its light approach
to sex, murmuring that the convent is becoming a
whore house. The Spanish pair become frequent visitors, conversing through a tall iron-barred partition.

The sad day does come when the Viceroy and his
wife are recalled to Spain, and the Archbishop is now
free to increase his long simmering campaign against
his nemesis. In 1690 the supposedly friendly bishop
of Puebla invites Sor Juana to write a letter attacking
an older writing by a Jesuit priest, which she gladly
does. He breaks his promise not to publish it, and so
the Archbishop now has the small book as grounds
for bringing charges against her. Even her confessor
turns against her. The tribunal berate her for writings
and force her to sign a confession recanting her
teaching that women have minds equal to that of
men and should be free to study theology and science. The film’s title comes from a line in this document that she signs in her blood, “I, the worst of all.”
This persecution sequence and the plague that hits
the city and the convent are briefly dealt with.

The Vicereine often visits alone, she finding a kindred
spirit in her talented friend, both agreeing that the
treatment of women by men is deplorable. It is she
who gives to Sor Juana the unusual blue-feathered
crown as a mark of respect and admiration. It is a very
costly gift, the feathers being from a resplendent
quetzal, hardly the kind of gift one would present to a
cloistered nun! Sor Juana is deeply touched, her affection for her visitor growing with each visit. Pulling
rank, the Vicereine soon leaves the parlor with its iron
barrier so she converses more intimately with her
friend in the nun’s quarters. With its ceiling high bookshelves filled with precious tomes and various scientific instruments, the small apartment is definitely not
like those of the other nuns. In such privacy, the women’s conversation becomes more personal, and we
can see that it is more than just their shared love of
knowledge that attracts them. This is especially evi-

Although many of Sor Juana’s works were lost, a
large number have survived, thanks to the efforts of
the Viceroy and Vicereine to whom she entrusted
copies of some of her works when they were getting
ready to return to Spain. You can find several of her
collections for sale on Amazon Books. I’ll quote just
the first few lines of one of her most famous poems,
called “Foolish Men” or, in a different translation,
“You Men,” to demonstrate how she refused to fit
Continued on next page
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into her society’s mold—I think Jane Austin would
have loved her if she had known about the nun’s
writings of a century before her own:
Silly, you men - so very adept at wrongly faulting
womankind,
not seeing you're alone to blame for faults you
plant in woman's mind.
After you've won by urgent plea the right to tarnish her good name,
you still expect her to behave— you, that coaxed
her into shame.
The condemnation of male hypocrisy—men seek sex
outside of marriage but insist on marrying virgins—
builds throughout its 17 stanzas, sometimes with a
touch of humor:

The Vice Roy’s wife becomes a good friend of the nun.
© First Run Features

4. Why did Sor Juana enter the convent? Because of a
religious call or for reason’s of female independence?
5. 5. How did service as a nun offer relative freedom
for self expression for some women? Those who have
seen the film Vision can speak about the remarkable
nun Hildegard von Bingen.

It's your persistent entreaties
that change her from timid to bold.
Having made her thereby naughty,
you would have her good as gold.

6. By Googling “Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz poetry” you
can find a wealth of information about and numerous
poems by this remarkable poet. An example is
Poemhunter.com where several poems, beginning
with “You Men,” ar included. You will see the Spanish
version, but by clicking onto “more” the full poem
and its English translation will appear. If watching and
discussing this in a group, the leader might print out
the poems and ask volunteers to read them for discussion.

If you are like me, ignorant of this marvelous woman,
you will want to see this film, and then go on to read
the many poems that are available on the Internet,
and even more in the books available at Amazon. The
cast is excellent, as is its director, appropriately a
woman. Just click on YouTube, and it’s available free!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PTI7H1ohD2M

For Reflection/Discussion
1. Had you heard of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz before
watching this film? If not, why do you think this is so?
Why do you think it was an Argentinian filmmaker rather than an American who made the film? Any refection of our bias against those “south of the border”?
2. How are Viceroy Marqués de la Laguna and his wife
the Vicereine Countess Maria Luisa de Paredes apparently more influenced by the dawning Age of Enlightenment than the teachings of the dominent power in
their country Spain, the Roman Catholic Church? Combare them with the Archbishop of Mexico, beginning
with their reactions to Sor Juana’s play.

The Archbishop becomes the nun’s archenemy

3. What role was a woman expected to play in the 17th
century? What rights did a wife have in a marriage?

© First Run Features
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ost WW 2 era films about resistance
to Nazi tyranny are set in France, Poland, or some other occupied country, so Vincent
Perez’s story of a middle-aged German couple becoming disillusioned with Hitler is most welcome. I
can think of just a hand-full of similar films—Terrence
Malick’s A Hidden Life; Marc Rothemund’s Sophie
Scholl: The Final Days; and Michael Verhoeven”s The
White Rose are the three that spring readily to mind.
Based on Hans Fallada’s novel Jeder stirbt für sich
allein" (Every Man Dies Alone), it is a fictionalized
version of what happened to the real-life Otto and
Elise Hampel.

At first Anna is upset that Otto is writing such dangerous messages
And distributing them, but soon supports & helps him.
© IFC Films

Rated R. Running time: 1 hour, min. 43. Our Content
ratings (1-10): Violence 3; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 1.

At the beginning of the film, set in France in 1940, a
young German soldier Hans Quangel (Louis Hofmann) runs through a wood. A shot rings out, and he
falls dead as a firefight breaks out between the
French and the invading Nazis. Back in Berlin Hans’
father Otto (Brendan Gleeson) is a foreman supervising worker building wooden coffins. At his home the
female postal worker delivers a letter informing him
and his wife Anna (Emma Thompson) that Hans has
been killed in action. Apparently reflecting their already strained relationship, the grief-stricken Anna
cries out that Otto has gotten their son killed. Otto,
now seeing the results of the war policy of the man
he had once supported, feels it is Hitler who
“murdered” their son. At his factory, following a pep
talk by a Nazi functionary trying to whip up workers’
enthusiasm to increase production, Otto finds his fellow workers reacting hostilely to his criticisms. To
charges that he has not given to Nazi causes, he silences them with his response, I gave my son to Germany.”

Even when I cry out, ‘Violence!’ I am not answered; I call
aloud, but there is no justice.
Job 19:7

Virtually all of Otto’s cards attack Hitler, the man whom his neighbors adore whole-heartedly.

He begins to write in disguised German print a series
of postcards denouncing Hitler and his lies. Often us-

© IFC Films

Continued on next page
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ing the phrase “Frei Presse” he writes such anti-Hitler
messages as “ Kill Hitler!” “Stop the War Machine.”
One by one, he leaves them on steps and other places
around his area of Berlin. Anna at first is fearful and
skeptical, but also becoming disillusioned with the
regime, demands that she be allowed to go with him.
At one point he tells her, “So we begin. From now on,
we are alone.” During one intense sequence it is good
that she does participate, because when a suspicious
janitor who has seen Otto deposit one of his card follows him, Anna watching from outside the building,
intercepts the pursuer, pretending to need directions.
Otto & Anna are terribly alone in Berlin with their anti-regime

In their apartment building we see that other Berliners also have not joined the masses in idolizing Hitler.
Several are sympathetic to the elderly Frau Rosenthal
whose husband has disappeared into one of the concentration camps. When thugs living in the squalor of
the building’s basement break into her apartment
intent on looting it, she manages to escape. Herr
Fromm (Joachim Bissmeier), a respected and widowed judge, offers her refuge, telling her that she can
stay in the room of his deceased daughter. He dashes
her illusion that her husband will return, but also says,
“I have a mistress whom I obey. Her name is justice.”
Unfortunately, the thug has seen the woman taken in,
so when the Gestapo show up at the building, her fate
is sealed. The other citizen obviously sympathetic to
the old woman is the woman postal worker whom we
first see delivering to the Quangels the sad news
about their son. Sympathetic to Frau Rosenthal, she is
shocked by her fate, though she dare not express any
of her views to anyone.

feelings and clandestine postcard campaign.
© IFC Films

the perpetrator, whom he dubs “the Hobgoblin,” uses two specific streetcar lines to move about the city.
Days pass into weeks, months, into years, and his
map looks red in one large area. Most of the more
than 200 cards left around the city are being turned
in!
The SS is not satisfied with Escherich’s slow process,
so they increase pressure upon the policeman, humiliating him in the presence of others. He is concerned
for proper justice procedures, and so when his assistant arrests an obviously innocent man, he lets him
go. One of the SS officers, whose concern is that an
arrest not justice be done, punches the policeman in
Continued on next page

The parallel story to that of the Quangels is that of the
Police Detective Escherich (Daniel Brühl) who methodically places a pen with a small red flag on his
large wall map of Berlin for every spot where a card is
found. Intent on discovering a pattern and possible
home of the man the SS regard as a traitor, he is convinced he will capture his quarry when he makes a
mistake. Because Otto always wears gloves while handling the cards, there are never fingerprints. However,
from the description from the janitor who chased
him, the detective does have a crude drawing of the
writer’s face. The policeman also has figured out that

Everywhere flags & salutes declare the public’s loyalty to Hitler and
his terrible policies.
© IFC Films
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rannical power of Hitler. Their weapon of small postcards against the dozens of police and SS agents with
their guns and authority to arrest and lay charges t hat
will lead to their execution? About three years into
their campaign Otto, wanting to know more about the
effect of his cards, has the following exchange with his
wife:
Otto Quangel: What do you think happens to our
cards?
Anna Quangel: Why do you want to know?

Inspector Escherich carefully plots on a map of Berlin where each
postcard was found & turned in.

Otto Quangel: I want to know how people react.

© IFC Films

Anna Quangel: Some people will be afraid, probably.
Afraid that someone may have watched them pick up
the card. Some will, maybe, put them back. Some people will turn them in to a policeman... but, our cards
will also be read by them too.

the face. When the bleeding Escherich falls to the
floor he is ordered not to shed blood “on my floor!”
Forced to go out and rearrest the man, Escherich
does track him down, and in one of the saddest
scenes in the film, offers up his soul for the sake of
his career. The ultimate price he pays for this because his reading of Otto and Anna’s cards have
affected him adds to the tragedy of the story.

Otto Quangel: Its like with a machine. A little sand in
the gears will not stop the machine. But, if a person
throws a little more sand and then more, the motor
begins to stutter. The assembly line stops. In my mind,
I see lots of people throwing sand into the gears.

Throughout the suspenseful film we feel the futility
of Otto and Anna’s personal rebellion against the ty-

Anna Quangel: You are a romantic, Otto Quangel.
Otto Quangel: I'm a mechanic.
Anna Quangel: Ya, that too.*

When Escherich finally catches up and arrests Otto,
the latter tries to convince him that Anna is innocent, but the Nazis will have none of this. Both are
charged and brought to trial. To his credit, Herr
Fromm attends the trial, the fleeting moment he
and Otto exchanging knowing glances speaks volumes. Otto is humiliated by his treatment by the
Nazis in a scene in which the tortured prisoner is
kneeling and the SS and detective drink a toast over
him touting their victory. The Nazis dash their shot
glasses against the top of their captive’s head, in-

Inspector Escherich & Otto at last meet.
© IFC Films

Continued on next page
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film. Nonetheless, the film is a fitting tribute to an ordinary German couple who paid the ultimate price in
opposing tyranny.

flicting further bleeding. Escherich, obviously not liking
this, hesitates, but then overcomes his feelings and
hurls his glass at Otto’s head.

*Dialogue from IDMB’s Quotation section.

Otto’s interrogation by Escherich reminds me a little of
that of Austrian conscientious objector Franz Jägerstätter in Terrence Malick’s A Hidden Life. The Nazi
in that film says that his refusing to salute Hitler and to
enlist in the army accomplishes nothing, that, indeed,
he will die and be forgotten. Escherich, learning that
the Quangels had distributed about 285 cards, boasts
that he has 267 of them, all turned in by citizens loyal
to the regime. They had accomplished nothing by their
treasonous acts.

For Reflection/Discussion
1. How would you describe Otto and Anna Quangel? Anything extraordinary about them. What was it that inspires
him to start writing the postcards?
2. Was it a moral/ethical principle, as in the case of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer or Sophie and Hans Scholl, or a personal one?
Have you ever become involved in a cause, first out of personal concerns, only later to see and accept moral ones for
the cause—for example, the mother whose son was killed
by a drunk driver going on to found M.A.D.D.?

This assertion, of course, is hard to dispute. Even if all
of the 18 had been read, what good had they accomplished? And yet, if one could imagine the author of
“On the Duty of Civil Disobedience” confronting Otto, I
believe he would still say “Well done, good and faithful
servant.” In the face of overwhelming evil, one does
what one can. This, and not success, is the basis for
discerning the character of a person. Escherich tells
Otto that he has read every one of the messages, and
later we come to believe that they had more of a corrosive effect on him than he had realized—otherwise,
why the twist of an ending?

3. Did the film provide a more nuanced view of the German
civilian populace during the war, and if so, what did you
gain?
4. What do you think the judge Herr Fromm means when he
says to Frau Rosentahal, after offering to hide her in his
apartment, “I have a mistress whom I obey. Her name is
justice.”
5. Most of their neighbors would consider the couple as
traitors, as did for some time Germans regard the Scholls,
but how can they now be seen as true patriots? How does
this apply to Americans who have criticized the government—during the Vietnam War; during the Iraq War?

At the end credits the dedication reads: "In memory of
Otto and Elise Hampel guillotined for having written
and circulated cards against the Nazi regime between
1940 and 1943." I don’t know whether the real policeman did what Escherich did after the trial and executions, but if it is fiction, it shows that the filmmakers’
desire to show that we do live in a moral universe
where righteous and unrighteous acts have consequences. This is a well directed and acted film—Emma
Thompson and Brendan Gleeson perfect in their performances. My one criticism is that I wish the script
toward the end had shown a little more of the policeman's inner turmoil caused by his reading the cards
and his guilt over the arrest of an innocent man, perhaps a couple clips of him reading aloud (or Otto's
voice-over). This would have made plausible, and us
prepared for, the plot twist at the conclusion of the

6. What do you think about the futility of the couple’s
efforts? Did their postcards really make any difference?
Why is it importance to ask of the latter, “to whom?”? How
did it make a difference to the Quangels themselves? And
how does the film show that it apparently made a difference to Escherich?
7. Describe Escherich. To which does he seem more devoted, to the ethics of law enforcement or to those of the Nazi
party? Although the movie does not show us much of his
inner struggle, how were these two pulling him in opposite
directions? How does he sell his soul for a short time? Do
you think he does what he did at the end because he could
not live with what he had done? How is the shots of the
postcards symbolic of his own small rebellion? What do you
think the filmmakers intend to say by ending with the postcards fluttering down onto the street below his window?
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teven Soderberg and writer Scott
Z. Burns provide an interesting
perspective on the 2016 release of the
Panama Papers, the release by a whistleblower of over 11 million documents
from the Panama law firm Mossack Fonseca that shook up wealthy businessmen and officials of several governments. Based on the book Secrecy
World by Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Jake Bernstein, they turn the story
into a satire told by the two conniving
lawyers brought down by the scandal,
Jurgen Mossack and Ramon Fonseca, played by Gary
Oldman and Antonio Banderas. In separate chapters
they tell several stories that demonstrate the ramifications of complex legal but ethically corrupt maneuverings by which the super rich protect their assets from
the tax man and government scrutiny—with, of course,
the public bearing most of the cost of their misdeeds.
As Jürgen Mossack says, “Tax evasion is a crime. But tax
avoidance, that's what put us in business. And the line
between the two, we like to say, it's as thin as a jailhouse wall.”
The public is well represented by Meryl Streep’s Ellen
Martin, who is the “screwed” in the first episode entitled "Secret Number One: The Meek Are Screwed." She
and her husband Joe ( James Cromwell) are enjoying a
tour boat ride on upstate New York’s Lake George when
a large, unexpected wave capsizes the boat. Ellen manages to stay afloat but Joe several other passengers are
drowned. During the claims investigation Ellen learns
that she and the other survivors will receive nothing for
the loss of their loved ones. The insurer was a shell
company owned by a shell company, that had been
bought by another shell company, and so on. The
shocked boat owners also are screwed, one of them
lamenting, “I tried to buy what I needed for less.” The
lesson being “Let the buyer beware.”
Ellen is apparently not left destitute, however, nor does
she stay “meek” for long. Instead she travels to Panama
to investigate the legal representatives of the so-called
insurance company, Mossack Fonseca, “the best law

The 2 crooked lawyers Jurgen Mossack and Ramon Fonseca bask
in luxury in Panama where they have set up their law offices.
© Netflix

Rated R. Running time: 1 hour, min. 35. Our Content ratings
(1-10): Violence 1 ; Language 2 ; Sex/Nudity 1

Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.
Matthew 5:5

For a while he refused; but later he said to himself, “Though
I have no fear of God and no respect for anyone, yet because this widow keeps bothering me, I will grant her justice, so that she may not wear me out by continually coming.”
Luke 18:4

“Thank you, Lord, thank you. Thank you for everything. I
hate to ask this, but I was just wondering when exactly the
meek will be inheriting the Earth?”
Ellen Martin

For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. Some people, eager for money, have wandered from the faith and
pierced themselves with many griefs.
1 Timothy 6:10

Continued on next page
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firm you never heard of.”
Throughout the rest of her story—part of which is hidden, revealed only at the climax--,
Jurgen Mossack and Ramon Fonseca regale us with their insights
into the devious ways of the
wealthy who juggle companies
like they were Monopoly Game
tokens and deeds. Enjoying the
perks of the rich themselves, they
strut about in tuxedos or brocaded smoking jackets, sipping dry
martinis and breaking the “fourth
wall” as they explain the complexities of “the secret life of
money”, about futures and equities and the creation
of shell companies, often located in Caribbean islands
and Panama, that are used to hide billions from their
governments back home.
In a chapter called “Bribery 101) Charles (Nonso
Anozie), a wealthy African, is cheating on his wife
with the best friend of his college student daughter
Astrid (Jessica Allain). With no sense of shame but
confident in the allure of money, he bribes Astrid
with the “gift” of one of his companies if she will not
tell her mother. The company is worth $20 million, so
the naïve young woman swallows her resentment
and agrees. Later, when it is too late, she learns that
her father has been able to transfer the money out of
“her” company by a series of untraceable transactions.
We often read about a financier making a killing in
the stock market, but in the story set in China, entitled “Making a Killing,” a ruthless Chinese factory
owner (Rosalind Chao) whose husband holds a high
government post, takes this saying literally while engaged in business with a crooked broker trying to get
the better of her. All she is left with is a stack of
worthless papers.
The filmmaker shows us in these sardonic tales just
how widespread the shenanigans of the wealthy are,
and why they, the 1% keep growing in terms of
wealth, while we, the 99%, continually fall behind.
Although the real life Jurgen Mossack and Ramon

Ellen is shocked to learn of the complicated financial scheme that
is cheating her out of her insurance claim.
© Netflix

Fonseca were exposed upon a whistle blower’s release
of the Panama Papers (consisting of over 11 million documents), the two spent little time in jail. (And for that
matter, can you name any Wall Street speculator punished for causing the financial of 2007-2008?) The
filmmakers achieve a sort of justice by the no-doubt fictional ending that reveals the identity of the whistle
blower, but the fact that the wealthy by establishing
super pacts that finance compliant politicians who refuse to enact the laws necessary to bring into the light
of the day the names of contributors or laws dealing
with overseas tax havens, the chicanery goes on and
on.*
The film is not a reassuring one, with Ellen Martin telling
us near its conclusion, “In this system, our system, the
slaves are unaware, both of their status and of their
masters, who exist in a world apart, and where the
shackles are hidden amidst reams of unreachable legalese. It is a result of massive, pervasive corruption of the
legal profession. When it takes a whistle blower to
sound the alarm, it is cause for even greater concern.
'Cause it signals that democracy's checks and balances
have all failed, and that severe instability could be just
around the corner.”
Although all the cast deserve credit, the presence of
11
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tell a few stories. Think
of them as fairy tales
that actually happened.
Don't worry, these stories are not just about
us. They're also about
you.” In what ways are
the stories “about you”?

3. Do you think Ellen
Martin is a good stand-in
for the “you” in Ramón
Fonseca’s quote? How is
she like the widow in
Jesus’ parable about the
widow who wears down the resistance of an uncaring
judge? (Luke 18:1-8)

The persistent Ellen journey’s to Panama to find out more about
the rooked law firm

4. How does the film show that the problem is just not
one of corrupt individuals but of a corrupt system
rigged to benefit the wealthy? Hence Jürgen Mossack
statement: “So, if we are the losers, then who are the
winners? The meek? Children who need books? The
poor who need homes? No. The United States. The
biggest tax haven in the world. Delaware. Nevada. Wyoming. How much due diligence is happening there?”

© Netflix

Meryl Streep alone makes this such an enjoyable film.
And despite the nation-wide closing of theaters, its
readily available on Netflix
*As a footnote to this, I learned that part of the background for this partially fact-based story is that the
courageous Maltese journalist Daphne Caruana
Galizia, one of the investigative reporters who broke
the Panama Papers story, was murdered in a car
bombing. The corrupt government thus far has been
able to avoid a serious investigation, though in a February 2020 story the London Guardian reports that the
Maltese prime minister has resigned, but his replacement is another party member who probably will not
pursue the prosecution of the alleged killers.

5. Congress could change the system, but what does
the film say about this in the brief mention of campaign finance laws? To whom do the majority of Congressmen owe their allegiance, the electorate or to
wealthy donors?
6. React to Ramón Fonseca’s statement:” Saving the
world, as it turns out, is very hard, you know? Long
hours, bad pay, and perhaps the world does not want
to be saved. Inside all of us, there are packs of wolves,
some flocks of sheep roaming through our thoughts.
We want to be fair, and yet, we want to win. We want
to be righteous, but we want to get ahead. Such is our
struggle. Uh, at some point, you decide it might just be
easier to save yourself. So, I became a lawyer for the
not-so-meek.”

For Reflection/Discussion
1. What do you think of the filmmakers telling this story of chicanery from the viewpoint of the 1%? What
does the satiric approach add to the film? Jürgen Mossack: Tax evasion is a crime. But tax avoidance, that's
what put us in business. And the line between the two,
we like to say, it's as thin as a jailhouse wall.

7. How did you feel at the conclusion of the film?
Hopeful? Despairing? Cynical?

2. Discuss/reflect upon Ramón Fonseca’s words near
the beginning of the film: “And now it is our turn to
12

Rated TV-14. Running time: 1 hour, 46 min. Our Content ratings
(1-10): Violence 0; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 3.

You shall pay them their wages daily before sunset, because they
are poor and their livelihood depends on them; otherwise they
might cry to the Lord against you, and you would incur guilt.
Deuteronomy 24:15

But many who are first will be last, and the last will be first.
Matthew 19:30

I

Ada resists her parent’s marriage arrangements because she is in
love with a worker named Souleiman..

came across French/Senegalese director Mati Diop’s film, set in Dakar, while browsing through
Netflix’s New Releases. I clicked on this title because
it looked interesting, not knowing anything about it
or Ms. Diop. I suggest that you do the same and stop
reading at the end of the next sentence and go watch
the film on the Internet. If you do so, you will enjoy
the surprise of entering fresh territory in which the
mysterious exists side by side with the familiar

© Netflix

Ada parts from Souleiman with the promise of meeting
him later that night at their favorite beach, a bar presided over by the entrepreneurial woman Dior (Nicole
Sougou). She and all the others may be Muslim, but
they have no qualms about drinking alcohol, dancing,
and wearing jeans and other items of Western clothing—though a few of the women do wear head
scarves, and the 17-year-old Ada drinks fruit juice.
Climbing out of the window of her room after supper,
Ada goes to the bar, only to find there is no Souleiman
waiting for her, nor any other men. Her friends tell her
that the men, tired of fruitlessly demanding their wages, piled into a small boat and set sail for Spain, where
they hoped to find new jobs. We now realize that the
gift of a small necklace was Souleiman’s way of saying
Goodbye to her at their parting.

At first, I was a bit uneasy by the shifting mood of
what seemed like a social justice film combined with
a love story that slowly morphed into something
quite different. The film opens with extended shots of
men working on a large construction project in Senegal’s capital, Dakar. Through the polluted air we see a
huge futuristic tower looming over the site. Inside the
crowded construction office angry men demand their
pay from the foreman. It has been three months
since their last paycheck. They have families to support. One of them shouting such claims is Souleiman
(Ibrahima Traore). He has no family but would like to
start one with his girlfriend Ada (Mama Sane), but she
resists his premature attempts when they kiss by the
seaside, telling him she has to go home. Daughter of
an observant Muslim middle class couple, she faces a
dilemma because they have promised her hand in
marriage to Omar (Babacar Sylla), scion of a wealthy
couple. Ada’s conservative friend Mariama (Mariama
Gassama) chides her for not being enthusiastic for
the impending marriage.

With no word coming from the men, it is assumed that
they had met the fate of so many economic refugees,
drowning at sea. Plans proceed for Ada’s marriage,
with the grieving girl unable to express her sorrow to
her family. Like a cork bobbing along in a stream, she
complacently endures the preparations and the ceremony, followed by the elaborate party in the immaculate new mansion the pair will live in. Her solemn face
is quite a contrast to the happy ones of her friends and
other guests as they Ooh and Ahh their way through
the rooms during the open house. They so admire eveContinued on next page
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bene) and demand that he pay them the wages he has
unjustly withheld from their lovers. In a second nighttime scene, in the gothic setting of a graveyard, the
ghost-inhabited women, all staring through whitened
eyes, have the wages due their men, but extract further justice on the corrupt businessman by forcing him
to dig their graves. If we at first wondered why the
women say “us” in their demands for back wages, by
now we realize that the ghosts of the dead come back
at night to inhabit their bodies. This reminds us of the
belief that a ghost is a spirit that refuses to move on
because the person has unfinished business that it
strongly desires to resolve. (Remember The Lovely
Bones?) In the scene in which Ada encounters Souleiman he describes the storm and how when they first
saw the wave that swamped their boat, it looked like a
distant mountain.

Souleiman is unable to obtain his back wages, so he decides to go with friends in a rickety boat to Spain.
© Netflix

rything that they fail to recognize how horrible looking
is the huge marriage bed, a grotesquerie in the style
of King Louis IVX. One of the girls exclaims that the
bed is so big that one could hold an orgy in it. Mariama tells Ada that she thinks that she glimpsed Souleiman in the crowd. Shortly after this a fire breaks
out. The flames are contained to the bedroom, but
not before leaving the gauche wedding bed a charred
wreck.

Mati Diop blends social justice realism with a love story
and a ghost tale, resulting in a viewing experience that
is puzzling at first, but ending with a satisfying reversal,
much as some Biblical stories do. The high and mighty
are brought low, and the poor and lowly lifted up, the
first becoming last, and the last, first. There are gaps in
the narrative, so it is best not to ask why a wealthy
family such as Omar’s would want to form a marriage
alliance with Ada’s lower middle-class ones. But this is
a minor qualm, the film otherwise so well crafted, from
its camerawork and musical score to the good acting
by its mixed professional and amateur cast.

The following scenes tumble one after another, the
tense feeling generated by the events also creating a
sense of puzzlement as to what is taking place. Ada is
convinced that her lover is still alive, as does the
young, illness prone police inspector Issa (Amadou
Mbow). Assigned to investigate the arson, he dons
gloves and looks closely over the bed and around the
room. He is convinced that Ada is in league with her
lover, and so detains her for questioning. She is released but refuses to live with Omar. He shows little
feelings toward her, being far more concerned about
his rights as a husband than expressing to her any personal signs of love—although for a while he does give
her expensive presents.

From the start, with its well-planned shot at the opening showing the teeming slum on the right of the
screen that contrasts with the huge luxurious tower on
the left, the edifice destined to provide abodes so the
rich can literally look down upon the poor—this marks
the film as the work of a newcomer so talented that
she was invited to enter her work into competition at
the 2019 Cannes Film Festival. Hers is a feminist call to
female solidarity and a condemnation of callous capitalist exploitation of workers that drive them to set
forth on dangerous voyages seeking economic relief.
Throughout her film the shots of the ocean waves
ceaselessly rolling in, remind us that her people have
regarded the sea as a means of escape, the film
pointing out that for too many escape means death.

Strangest to understand at first is what happens to
Ada’s friends. They gather at night, their eyes now
vacantly white, making them appear as they march
through the mist-shrouded streets like a band transferred from one of the popular zombie series. They
invade the mansion of Mr. N'Diaye (Diankou Sem-

This is a film well worth sitting and puzzling through.
Continued on next page
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The only one I can think of that it resembles is Jordan
Peel’s ghost story Us. If you appreciated that somber
tale, you will this one as well. I wonder how well it is
playing in Europe where resentment against African
refugees has risen to heights similar to the antiimmigrant fervor in the U.S. Ms. Diop humanizes this
issue by focusing not upon the refugees themselves,
but upon the lovers they left behind. We, and European audiences need to become aware that for every
immigrant body dredged up from the sea there are
many grieving loved ones left behind. And they have
faces, like those of Ada, Mariama, Dior, and the rest
of the girls in this haunting film.

For Reflection/Discussion
Police inspector Issa is suspicious of Ada, but he suffers an
illness that slows him down considerably.

1. If you went into this film cold—and I hope you
did—what kind of a film were you anticipating? A social justice or a romantic film? What was the mood of
the film? At what point did you begin to feel uneasy
or puzzled (if you did)?

© Netflix

5. How does Mariama and some of their other
friends show their materialism? What does her
telling Ada that the latter’s coming marriage
means that she can no longer see Souleiman
reveal about her values? Ada drinks juice at the
bar, so what does this say about her faith?

2. Describe Souleiman and Ada. How are they not in
control of their lives?
3. Ms. Diop’s filming style is different from that of
most Americans: what effect does her lingering for a
long time on a shot have on you? (I suspect that typical American director/editors would have shortened
the film by 15 minutes or more during the editing process!)

6. How do you feel about this combining of genres? How can we see it as feminist? What scenes
show it is a call to female solidarity?
7. Some scholars call Jesus’ reversing the social
order the Great Reversal: how does this film
agree with this teaching?

4. What was the significance of Souleiman’s gift of the
necklace to Ada? Why do you think he did not tell her
he was about to leave?

McNulty Film Books Available at Amazon
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acted story centering on a failed father-daughter relationship. (And also, the failure of the bonds of a husband and a wife.) Although he is well known to TV
viewers, this is Mr. Yang’s first feature film, but hopefully not his last!

The film spans three Taiwanese generations, beginning
in the early 50s, when the freshly arrived Kuomintang
have arrived on the island and are eliminating their
political rivals, to modern day New York City where an
immigrant son has devoted all his time and energy to
fulfilling the American Dream but lost his wife and his
daughter in the process. The film moves back and
forth in time, each period given a different color and
film texture (16mm in the earliest segment).

Young Pin-Jiu thinks he sees his absent mother while living with
his grandmother next to a rice field.
© Netflix

In the earliest segment Pin-Jui (Zhi-Hao Yang) lives
with his grandmother in the rural village (whose Taiwanese name translates as Tigertail) because his widowed mother has lost her job and thus cannot support
him while she hunts for another one. Missing her badly, he imagines that he sees her in a rice field. His loneliness is partially assuaged by his friendship with a girl
his own age Yuan Lee (Hai-Yin Tasi). Also, during this
period, while his grandmother hides him in her cupboard from soldiers searching for dissidents, he absorbs her dictum that a person never allows anyone to
see him crying.

English, Mandarin, Taiwanese
Rated PG. Running time: 1 hour, 30 min. Our Content
ratings (1-10): Violence 0; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 2.

Do not human beings have a hard service on earth,
and are not their days like the days of a laborer?
Job 7:1

Ho, everyone who thirsts,
come to the waters;
and you that have no money,
come, buy and eat!
Come, buy wine and milk
without money and without price.
Why do you spend your money for that which is not bread,
and your labor for that which does not satisfy?

A couple of decades later Pin-Jui (Hong-Chi Lee) works
in the same factory as his mother Minghua (Kuei-Mei
Yang). A dreamer who loves American music and longs
to move there, he is slow at his work, even his mother
chastising him for this. Devoted to her welfare, he is
worried about the danger of the decrepit machines
and lack of concern by management for worker safety,
especially when she suffers a minor injury. He also reunites with Yuan (Yo-Hsing Fang), now a beautiful young
woman who also loves music and dancing. The two
dance at a local club and make love, but because she is
from a well-to-do family, he is at first reluctant to bring
her to the dilapidated apartment he shares with his
mother. He is so poor that when he takes her to a fancy restaurant and bluffs the suspicious waiter into
serving them, they run for the kitchen exit before the

Isaiah 55:1-2a

T

he past is not something we leave behind,
but, as long as we have memory, is always with us,
inside our heads and hearts. Or so writer-director Alan
Yang seems to be saying in the title of his remarkably
16
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bill can be presented.
The boss at the factory offers Pin-Jui a deal that forces
him to choose between his filial duty to his mother
and his romantic interest in Yuan Lee, as well as making possible the young man’s dream of moving to
America. He arranges for a date between his overly
shy daughter Zhenzhen (Kunjue Li) and Pin-Jui. Although the evening consists of more silence than conversation, the two having nothing in common, Pin-Jui
soon agrees to a quick marriage. On their way to the
airport to leave for America, Pin-Jui looks out the back
window of their cab and spies Yuan, whom he has not
deigned to tell about his change in plans.

Jin-Jiu loves Yuan Lee, but leaves her to marry his boss’s daughter in exchange for tickets to America.

The newly weds settle into a dingy Bronx apartment
situated in a slum area. Pin-Jui looks for work while
Zhenzhen stays home and cleans the apartment. He is
untrained, so he can find work only in a small grocerydeli. Zhenzhen grows so bored with domestic work
that she visits the local laundromat several times a
week with small loads just so she can be out among
people. This pays off when she meets a somewhat
older woman from Taiwan who delights in finding a
companion with whom she can speak her native language.

having difficulties connecting with her lover Eric. A
reflection of her father’s behavior? She also has inherited the family’s “don’t let them see you cry” dictum,
so she does not know how to share with her father
her own feeling of abandonment by the man she
loves.
We see just one incident from Angela’s childhood, her
piano recital during which she forgets what comes
next. After a couple of attempts to continue, she does
manage to complete the piece. Rising to take her
bow, she holds back her tears. In the audience Pin-Jui
shakes his head disapprovingly at his wife. In their car
tears streak down the girl’s cheeks, and her father
barks, “Don’t cry. Crying never solves anything. Be
strong.” Little wonder that years later, when Angela is
going through the break-up with her lover Eric, she
does not turn to her father for comfort or advice.

Pin-Jui spends virtually every waking hour at the store,
so that Zhenzhen spends more and more time with
her new friend, eventually accepting her advice to
enroll in classes so she can reclaim her abandoned
dream of becoming a teacher. Pin-Jui tries to connect
with his silent wife by bringing home an electronic
keyboard, suggesting that they can learn to play music
together. Nothing comes of this, Zhenzhen piling
books and such on top of it. They do have a son and a
daughter, but Pin-Jui is so busy at the store that he
takes little part in raising them.

Indeed, the distance between them has grown so
great that Pin-Jui returns to Taiwan for his mother’s
funeral without even informing his daughter that her
grandmother has died. When the now remarried
Zhenzhen calls him to express condolences, she reveals that Angela is having trouble with Eric, she urges
him to talk with Angela. This now confident woman,
having achieved her dream of becoming a teacher, is
a far cry from the painfully shy girl Pin-Jiu had married
in Taiwan!
Continued on next page

In the middle-aged segments Pin-Jui is played by character actor Tzi Ma. He now lives alone, Zhenzhen having walked out on him years earlier. He has tried to
convince his mother to move from Taiwan to live with
him, but she wisely declines, saying she knows no one
in America. Grown daughter Angela (Christine Ko) is
estranged from him for the same reason that her
mother fled the marriage--his work prohibiting any
connection. She is depicted as hard working, so she is
17
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effort to learn how to play it.
It is not until the Chinese New Years that Angela hosts
in her lavish apartment that we see any kind of a
breakthrough for the father and daughter. The role of
host has passed from father to daughter. The place is
filled with friends, but Pin-Jiu sits alone, nursing his
drink. It is what follows that offers a hint of hope for
an opening up of their relationship. There is no big
dramatic scene. The words between them are few,
hope expressed mainly by the consummate understated acting of the two actors. Tigertail is an adult film
for adult viewers who know that life is complex, full of
regretful memories, but which also offers the possibility of healing—if one but makes the effort.

The older Jin-Jiu has trouble connecting with his daughter
Angela.

For Reflection/Discussion

© Netflix

1. The review calls this an adult film: how is the adjective used all too often when applied to a film? What
does the film lack that would make it appealing to a
youthful audience?

Pin-Jiu reconnects on FaceBook with his first love and
arranges to meet Yuan during her upcoming visit to
New York City. Now played by Joan Chen, we almost
expect them to renew their romance when they meet
at a restaurant. This time Pin-Jui jokingly tells her,
they need not run out because he can afford the prices. Alan Yang is too astute of a writer to give in to the
usual Hollywood fantasy. Besides, his screenplay is
based on some of the experiences of his own immigrant father. (It is even his father’s voice that we hear
at the beginning of the film as narrator.)

2. How does the name of the film suggest that Pin-Jiu
is imprisoned by the past? What is passed down from
Pin-Jiu’s grandmother? What family traditions or
quirks have been passed down in your family?
3. What do you think of Pin-Jiu’s bargain with his
boss? What are the young man’s reasons for agreeing
to it? What is he losing while gaining access to his
dream? How are his motives a mixture of the selfish
with duty?

Alan Yang does not judge Pin-Jui, providing us with
scenes that show both his positive and his negative
sides. He is a conflicted man, torn by his dream to go
to America, his duty to and love for his mother, and
his romantic love for Yuan Lee. For him his boss’s
daughter is just a pawn, his ticket to America, their
marriage one in name only. Although he might have
eventually come to share their time together as the
grounds for love, he actually turns away from his wife,
spending his all his time at the store. However, his
labor is, in the words of the prophet, “that which is
not bread.” And though he has supposedly done everything for his mother, she rejects his pleas to move
to America when he has accumulated enough wealth
to bring her over. His sacrifice of his true love has
been for naught. True, he did but that electronic keyboard, but apparently neither of them made the

4. How could this film be seen as a cautionary one, or
a criticism of “The American Dream”? And also the
Isaiah passage?
5. How is the film also a witness to our human need
for companionship? A negative testimony to the old
poem, “No man is an island…”? How have you been
enriched by family and friends through the years?
6. What did you suspect the reunion scene with Pin-Jiu
and Yuan might lead to? How does the way it actually
goes make this a far better film?
7. In what ways does the film enrich your understanding of the immigrant experience in America? Compare
this film to Crazy Rich Asians.
18

Rated R. Running time: 1 hour 37 min. Our Content ratings (1-10): Violence 1; Language 3; Sex/
Nudity 1.

Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that
you may discern what is the will of God—what is
good and acceptable and perfect
Romans 12:2

H

igh school has certainly changed
since I was a student, if writer/director Tayarisha
Poe’s Haldwell boarding school in her new film truly
reflects present day high schools--or even compared
to the school in Alexander Payne’s 1998 Election.
Haldwell’s Queen Bee, whom we know only as Selah,
makes Reese Witherspoon’s ambitious Tracy Flick
seem like a kindergartener, so sophisticated and ruthless is her rule over the social life of the prestigious
boarding school. We might well call this a campus version of Game of Thrones. And unlike most similar
films, such as The Hate You Give, Haldwell’s enrollment is overwhelmingly black and brown, so we’re
not dealing with a girl trying to cope in an alien culture here.

Selah’s wicker chair befittingly looks like a throne.
© Amazon Studios

man Maxxie (Jharrel Jerome) is interested in wooing
another girl, so she befriends Paloma (Celeste O’Connor) a sophomore transfer student as his replacement
and possibly her successor. While Paloma is shooting
pictures of Selah and her cheerleading teammates during a practice she asks, “Can I buy your eye for an
hour?” The young newcomer becomes her protegee,
at first accepting whole-heartedly her mentor’s guidance.
For a teen movie there is a conspicuous absence of sex.
Selah is much more concerned with control, as she says
addresses the camera, “When you’re 17 and when
you’re a girl, you’ve got the whole world telling you
what to do with your body.” She even goes into why
the “Spirit Squad” cheerleaders design their own uniforms, “Your mom tells you, ‘Change your dress…’
School tells you, ‘Cover your shoulders, cover your
legs’… ’Cos they can’t tell boys to keep it in their
pants?” In a telephone scene we see that, aside from a
fellow teen who is head of a competing faction, Selah is
under intense pressure from her mother concerned
about her school performance.

At Haldwell there is an unofficial council of five factions, secret societies that run things outside the
classroom. At the head of the most powerful one, the
Spades, sits Selah Summers (Lovie Simone). She can
be friendly, winning friends by her charm; and she can
be cruel and vengeful when crossed. Her faction’s
power rests on her control of illegal drugs and alcohol
at the school. The other factions are in charge of
clandestine parties, underground gambling, and soliciting classmates to do homework—all under the nose
of the paternalistic Headmaster Banton (Jesse Williams). Bobby (Ana Mulvoy-Ten), the head of a rival
faction, seeks to undermine Selah.

Selah is more like a teenage crime don than a college
student—more than one reviewer has compared her

Selah is a senior, so she is concerned about passing on
her leadership. Her almost-boyfriend and right-hand

Continued on next page
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trappings that too often surround those seeking
power—deceit, manipulation of others, callous
ruthlessness toward anyone who gets in the
way. Even Selah’s abstinence from the most frequently dealt with vice in college movies—sex—
is not a matter of virtue but of her intention of
not being vulnerable to anyone. Parents of teenagers should be ready to discuss this film and the
values of its attractive-looking characters. Are
their looks deceiving? Is Selah a giver or a taker?
Could one depend upon such deceptive and
ruthless girls were one in some kind of trouble?
What lies ahead for such persons, if they have
already forsaken the values cherished by those
who have worked to make the world a better
place?

Paloma, Selah, & Maxxie run the secret club called The Spades.
© Amazon Studios

For Reflection/Discussion
1. Describe Selah. What does the picture of Selah
sitting regally in the elaborate wicker chair suggest?
That this is a teen version of Game of Thrones? What
do you think of her statement, “When you’re 17, you
have to grab control whenever you can.”

story to The Godfather-- when an investigation of the
Spades record book suggests that Maxxie was responsible for questionable entries. Look closely at the most
reproduced photo of Selah, the one on the movie’s
poster, and you see her sitting on a throne-like chair.
The original is wicker, but for the poster there is an
ornate gold frame around the backrest! She is dressed
in her cheerleader’s uniform, her head tilted, her ace
devoid of the painted smile associated with cheerleaders.

2. When you saw that Selah is African American, did
you expect racism to be a factor in her story? By its
omission what is writer Tayarisha Poe saying about
the lust for power?
3. Compare Paloma with Selah when you first meet
her. How does she change?

When Maxxie is beaten up for his transgressions,
Paloma becomes upset that her ruthless mentor had
ordered it. The gap between the two girls widens with
subsequent events that follow the headmaster’s cancellation of the senior prom when the factions’ rackets
are exposed. One revelation comes when Paloma is
informed of the fate of the girl who had previously
been close to Selah. Paloma figures prominently in the
students’ setting up an alternative prom, and thus becomes a threat to Selah’s long-time dominance. The
latter does something that could result in tragedy, and
certainly will affect their relationship.

4. What seems to be the filmmakers’ view of drug
selling and use? Do we see any of the effects of drug
use that have been so widely reported in the media?
5. Does anyone seem to have a moral compass? How
do power and money dominate most of the characters?
6. How is the one character on campus who represents morality, Headmaster Banton, depicted? Typical
for movies dealing with school life?
7. Selah’s mother is another authority figure we see
briefly: how is she depicted?

Tayarisha Poe renders no judgement on the girls’ illicit
drug activities. Nor does she hint that any of them
might have come from a church background. These
characters are completely secularized, accepting the

8. What do you think the future of Selah will be like?
For Paloma?
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Rated . Running time: 1 hours, 33 min. Our Content
ratings (1-10): Violence 1; Language 1; Sex/Nudity
A wise child loves discipline, but a scoffer does not listen
to rebuke.
Proverbs 13:1
Now, discipline always seems painful rather than pleasant at the time, but later it yields the peaceful fruit of
righteousness to those who have been trained by it.
Hebrews 12:11

W

riter/director Warren Fast’s first feature
film provides inspiring entertainment for a
family looking for non-violent fare. A tale of redemption, it’s predictable plot line will not appeal to the
sophisticated viewer, but its appealing cast does
breathe life into the modest script, and thus it should
hold the attention of viewers from the adult level
down to middle school.
Ever since her mother dropped out of her life Alaska
Rose has been in and out of trouble.
Now that Allie is 18 and beyond the dictates of her
father Conner, she is in real trouble, standing in an
adult court before a judge who could sentence her to
jail. Instead, her honor allows her to stay in her home,
but sentences her to a hundred hours of community
service. Instead of being grateful, the girl acts as if she
is being put upon. The judge warns her that if she has
another run-in with the law, she will do prison time.
This brings the sullen teenager to the nursing home
where a cheery staff member introduces her to the
resident she is to assist with her chores.
Her charge is not the nice grandmotherly type. The
African American Mrs. Foster is just as resentful of
Allie is of having to be in the home. Thus, it is hate at
first sight. To the script’s credit it takes a long time to
come to a Kumbaya resolution, with Allie’s better instincts only slowly brought to the fore. We are never
in doubt that this will happen, but at least this is a
formula film that does not rush to resolve all of the
girl’s problems. When her anguished father declares,
“We need God, Allie,” her response makes it clear that
is the last thing she thinks they need.
Although the film does not take a hard sell approach
to religion, it does not take a subtle approach. For

Allie is upset when the judge sentences her to 100 hours of community service.
© Vision Films

many people of faith, it will provide a welcome hour
and a half of wholesome entertainment. The God that
Dad and Allie need is very much the loving God of the
Scriptures. It is good to see a film in which neither
God nor the church and its ministers are joy-killers,
but warm and welcoming, capable of loving someone
as unlovable as Allie is when we first meet her.
No questions for this film.

Allie & Mrs. Foster at first dislike each other.
© Vision Films
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Dads
-up comics or actors known for their comedy films. Yet,
though their statements are humorous, they are often
insightful, their wisdom gained from being actual fathers--men who have discovered that fatherhood is
both a burden and a joy. These funny men turned wise
men include Judd Apatow, Jimmy Fallon, Neil Patrick
Harris, Ken Jeong, Hasan Minhaj, Conan O’Brien, Patton
Oswalt, and Kenan Thompson. Also adding diversity are
non-celebrities who, as we shall see greatly add to the
diversity of the film, saving it from being a rich white
man’s take on fatherhood.

Bryce had to convince her reluctant father to be in her film.
© Apple TV+

Not Rated. Running time: 1 hour, min. 27. Our Content ratings (1-10): Violence 0; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 1.
Honor your father and your mother, so that your days may
be long in the land that the Lord your God is giving you.
Exodus 20:12
When Israel was a child, I loved him,
and out of Egypt I called my son.
The more I called them,
the more they went from me;
they kept sacrificing to the Baals,
and offering incense to idols.
Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to walk,
I took them up in my arms;
but they did not know that I healed them.
I led them with cords of human kindness,
with bands of love.
I was to them like those
who lift infants to their cheeks.
I bent down to them and fed them.
Hosea 11:1-4
And, fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but
bring them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord.
Ephesians 6:4

T

his is a light-hearted yet thought-provoking film
montage of fathers speaking about fatherhood. It’s
light-hearted in that the celebrities that director Bryce
Dallas Howard has assembled for her camera are stand

Bryce is the daughter of Oscar winning actor turned
director Ron Howard, so it should be no surprise that
she spends a lot of screen time on Ron as father. Her
brother Reed Howard is also a frequent participant,
and just before the film is finalized, a new father himself. In one of his appearances Ron Howard admits self
doubts about his being a father, stating that he didn’t
think he could be as good a one as his father Rance.
What a fine father the latter was is revealed in the vignette about Ron’s role as Opie in the beloved Andy
Griffith TV series. The story is told in the first person
because Bryce was able to film her grandfather telling
the story. As his guardian Rance accompanied his
young son during filming. At a read-through of a script
Rance sat in for his son because the boy could not yet
read. After reading Rance stood up and objected to the
way that Opie make smart-aleck remarks. You’ll get
laughs, the father told them, but you will damage his
relationship to his father. Later Andy came to him and
said that he talked this over with the writer during
lunch. You are right, Andy said, and from now on we
will base Opie’s relationship on how you relate to him
as a father. Wow, what a revelatory insight into the
development of an iconic show, one that my wife and I
had come to love precisely because of the sensitive
father-son relationship the show always depicted!
Along with the celebrities are three plain guys who, as
mentioned above, add diversity to the film. In Brazil a
man abandoned by his father speaks of wanting to be
close to his son. A stay-home father, he blogs about the
joys and responsibilities of fatherhood, based on the
loving relationship with his little son. His father sees
the blog and reconnects. Now a changed man, he becomes a loving grandfather. In Japan a father recounts
Continued on next page
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Dads
For Reflection/Discussion

how he once took pride in working over 100 hours a
week, until illness made him quit his job, his wife
agreeing to become the breadwinner. He found himself enjoying cooking and caring for the home. After a
few years he wanted more, at last persuading his reluctant wife to give birth to a child. Now he revels in
his relationship with their little boy, finding support for
his unusual choice by joining with a mixed group of
parents sharing their experiences of parenting. The
third family is a gay couple wanting to have children.
They decide that they will not break up siblings, so
when the white pair come upon four black children,
three brothers and a sister, they suddenly go, as one
says, from no children to four. There are some problems, so the guys decide to give up their urban lifestyle
and move to a farm. There are plenty of chores to
keep all the children occupied and imbued with a
sense of responsibility. The two brush aside the question of “Who is the mother, and who is the father?’ by
declaring they are just parents.
There is enough material in this film for several discussion sessions, so that a group might watch the entire
film, share initial reactions, and then in subsequent
sessions, watch it in segments, getting more specific as
to the different issues that are raised. To the question
what constitutes a good father, this film presents as an
answer a mosaic, with each of the participants offering
an important piece. Jews and Christians, of course,
have the insights of the Scriptures to help answer the
question. The theme of fatherhood is a central one
there, from the Ten Commandments and the writings
of such prophets as Hosea to the teachings of Jesus
who addressed God as “daddy” and told the story of a
dad who threw a party, so great was his love for his
returning son--and one word that stands out in these
pictures of fatherhood is “giving.” A father is giving—
in the film the dad who says he would take a bullet for
his child to the gay couple who give up their urban life
to move to a farm for the sake of their four adopted
children. And, too, virtually all report that in the giving
they receive--something that they can never get from
their work or wealth or fame.

1. What approach does Bryce Dallas Howard take toward her subject? Or, what did all of the initial men she filmed have in common
as a profession? Did this surprise you? Given the subject, how is
humor a good way to approach what could have been a melodramatic, even maudlin film?
2. Who were fathers that you especially liked, and what insight(s)
did they share on the subject?
3. Discuss the Brazilian dad and his decision to stay home and raise
his son. What is he bucking in his culture? What was an unexpected result?
4. How is the Japanese father at first an extreme example of American fathers who put work ahead of family? (See the novel & film
of the 50’s, The Man in the Grey Flannel Suit, in which such a father is a major character.) Why would his staying home be more
difficult in his country than in America?
5. What do you think of the gay parents? Of those who argue that
gays should not be allowed to adopt children? What did these two
decide when it came to providing their children with a wholesome
environment? How is Sacrifice a theme that runs through every
story of a father (and mother) in some way?
6. Can you recall from your experience sacrifices made by your
father?
7. How does Ron Howard come across as a father? How is his concern that he be as good a father as his was fairly widespread? How
do the men in your group feel about this?
8. How do we see that Ron has a great father role model? How
does his objection about the scriptwriters’ putting “smart-aleck”
words in his young son Howard’s mouth show uncommon wisdom? Those who remember TV sitcoms—how often were TV kids
depicted as talking back to adults in flippant ways for laughinducing laughing effect? (Note: this was a pet peeve of my wife
and myself, concerned for the development of our five youngsters.) How in the Andy Griffith Show did Andy come across as a
father? Anyone remember the wonderful episode when Oppie,
going against his father’s orders, shot at a bird with his BB gun and
killed it, had to face his father?
9. What might this film say to those who were abused by their
fathers? What can they gain from it? For an example of a family
whose father verbally abused them see elsewhere in this issue the
Insight film “The Elephant in the Room.” Two good feature films
about this are I Never Sang for my Father and The Glass Castle.
10. Some feature films that deal with fatherhood issues in helpful
ways:
Boyz N the Hood
A Bronx Tale The Chosen
The Great Santini
Pushing Hands South Central
To Kill a Mockingbird
The War

The film is available on Apple+.
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General Motors. The Chairman himself comes to the
plant and walks the floor to welcome his new workers. There is a core of 200 Japanese workers to train
the Americans in both the technical aspects of the
manufacturing of auto glass and the ways of the Chinese work ethic. One American worker fondly describes his new friendship with such a coworker, the
man often a guest in his home where he learns how to
shoot a gun and other aspects of blue-collar recreation.
However, though an American female worker is glad
to have a job again, she ruefully points out that at her
unionized GM job she had made over $29, she now
makes $12 an hour. The film really turns darker when
Ohio Senator Sherrod Brown at the festive ribbon
cutting ceremony brings up the subject of unionization of the factory, declaring he stands with the workers in their attempt. Several of the Japanese executives are angry at this, wondering how the Senator
sneaked that into his remarks. One declares that he
will never be allowed to visit the plant again.

American workers have to get used to working under the supervision of the trained Chinese workers.
© Netflix

Rated TV-14 Running time: 1 hour, min. 35. Our Content
ratings (1-10): Violence 0; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 0.

I know that there is nothing better for them than to be happy and enjoy themselves as long as they live; moreover, it is
God’s gift that all should eat and drink and take pleasure in
all their toil.

The Chairman, we see, is a hands-on man, critical that
a smoke alarm spoils the aesthetics of a wall. Demanding that it be moved over to a lower height, the
answer of an American that it is required by safety law
to be placed at that height is brushed aside. We soon
se that safety is the last thing he and his staff care
about. Later on, a worker, describing his perfect safety
during his long employment at GM, is injured during
his first week at the new plant. Another American
worker will lament that the company illegally dumps
dangerous chemicals into the sewage system.

Ecclesiastes 3:12-13

I

n their Oscar-winning documentary directors Steven Bognar and Julia Reichert return to the same
Moraine, Ohio plant where they filmed their acclaimed short film The Last Truck: Closing of a GM
Plant back in 2008. At the beginning their new one is a
more optimistic film—at least the 1000 newly hired
workers of the Dayton area are—because Chinese billionaire Cao Dewing, always referred to in the film as
“The Chairman," has struck a deal with the state of
Ohio and local authorities to open an auto windshield
plant there. The film is a great study in culture clash,
capitalistic management, and ultimately, power struggle, as represented in corporate management’s opposition to unions.

Both groups of employees bring their prejudices to
work, though, as mentioned above, some Americans
change their views when they invite the foreigners
into their homes. To the Chinese, Americans are lazy
because of their refusal to work the 12-hour shifts
commonplace in Chinese. When a group of select
Americans are selected to go to China for an intense
period of training, this Chinese arrogance toward
Americans and their refusal to accept impositions is

At first everyone is aglow with the opening of the
Fuyao plant offering work to many who had endured 3
years of unemployment following the departure of

Continued on next page
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intensified. The Americans are subjected to daily group
line-ups in which factory workers sing company songs
and forms of regimentation unheard of in America.
Dressed sloppily in leisure clothes when they meet
with company officials, the are a stark contrast to the
suit and tie Chinese executives. They marvel at tales of
Chinese workers who are far from home, work long
hours 6 days a week, and because of lack of leisure
time, seldom get to return home for visits. At the end
of their visit the company holds a festive banquet that
features a huge song and dance revue permeated with
company propaganda about work and dedication. The
latter seems so alien to us that we can imagine how
Americans would satirize it were a company attempted
such a brain-washing ploy here!

The gala ribbon cutting ceremony involves politicians &
company officials.
© Netflix

fied that in the future he will not have to deal with so
many recalcitrant workers. Clearly the technological
changes coming to this Chinese-owned and controlled factory do not bode well for American workers—nor for those in China.

Back in Dayton the drive to unionize creates a cleavage
between management and labor, and among the
workers themselves, many whom are fearful for their
jobs. The Manager had made clear his staunch opposition to a union, saying at one time that he would rather shut down the plant than accept a union. Supervisors keep close tabs on workers advocating unionization, of the latter referring to the pro-union film Norma Rae. When one worker insists on walking through
the plant speaking out for the union, security is called,
and he is escorted out. A great many workers are fired,
so that when the vote is at last held, the union loses
overwhelmingly.

This is a fine film revealing culture clash and the inherent difference between management and labor in
the running of a company—the former concerned for
profits, the latter for job security. From the perspective of power, it is management that is in the superior position when they can fire a pro-union worker
without the law or politicians willing to protect the
workers. Management’s lack of concern for safety
flows from its view that workers are but cogs in a
machine, replaceable by more compliant workers
and eventually by cogs called robots. This wellcrafted film is a valuable social document bound to
make viewers think. It deserves its Oscar—and your
support. We are again indebted to Netflix for picking
it up.

Although the very existence of the film shows that Steven Bognar and Julia Reichert are very much for the
workers, they are different from Michael Moore in that
they provide no narrator commenting on the events.
They let each side speak for themselves, which because they spent long hours getting to know their interviewees, they apparently are able to blend into the
background as their cameras capture the words of
their subjects. There are some surprising moments
when we see the Chairman alone on his company jet
reflecting about his experiences. The film does not demonize him, or other management officials interviewed. But at times, the Chairman’s words are chilling
enough with no need for editorializing on the part of
the filmmakers. Especially at the end as he walks
through a factory in which robots are replacing workers in fabricating the windshields, he seems very satis-

For Reflection/Discussion
1. How does this film start out as good news? What are
some of the premonitions that everything is not as rosy as
it seems? How is this indicative of much of the vaunted
recovery from the Bush recession? More Americans are
employed (at least before the Coronavirus), but at what
kind of jobs? How do they compare to those during America’s expansionist Fifties?
Continued on p. 29
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is well seen in both his criticism of the misuse of film
as religious propaganda and the recognition that the
makers of faith-based films grew in quality and success as their makers matured as filmmakers.
The opening scene (from the Coen Brother’s Hail
Caesar) is a brilliant touch, revealing Hollywood’s
reverence toward the subject of religion and its desire to make a buck from it. Four clergyman representing what were considered the “mainline” faiths
of the Fifties—a Protestant preacher, a Catholic and
an Orthodox priest, and a rabbi—are sitting at a large
table where a studio mogul pitches his idea of a religious film to them, one that will not offend anyone in
the audience. What a laughable contrast this makes
with the later segment in which Smith examines in
detail the controversy that Martin Scorcese’s The
Last Temptation of Christ aroused upon its release!

Rated R. Running time: 1 hour, min. 27. Our Content ratings (1-10): Violence 2; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 1.
“Look around at the hills.
Where have you not had sex?
You’ve camped out like hunters stalking deer.
You’ve solicited many lover-gods,
Like a streetwalking whore
chasing after other gods.
And so the rain has stopped.
No more rain from the skies!
But it doesn’t even faze you. Brazen as whores,
you carry on as if you’ve done nothing wrong.
Jeremiah 3:1-3 (The Message)
But it doesn’t even faze you. Brazen as whores,
you carry on as if you’ve done nothing wrong.
1 Corinthians 15:33

W

The documentary shows that at first religious leaders
had a positive attitude toward the movies due to
such blockbusters as King of Kings, but that this
changed during the Twenties when there arose so
many Hollywood scandals, including sex and murder,
spilling off the screen into the lives of such actors as
the popular Fatty Arbuckle. Thus, the studios set up
the Hays office to police filmmakers, lest the Federal
government do so. This led to the list of “Don’ts”
concerning the portrayal of sex, graphic violence, and
the characterization of criminal, strictures that lasted
until the promiscuous Sixties. In Europe filmmakers
showed how films could explore in profound ways
theological themes, as clips from The Passion of Joan
of Arc and The Seventh Seal demonstrate.

riter/director Tyler Smith’s well-balanced survey of the sometimes-troubled relationship between
Christians and Hollywood should be of interest to every VP reader. Using a great number of film clips, he
takes us on a journey from the infant days of films
when they were (supposedly) silent to the morally
loose days of the Twenties and on through various
eras of Hollywood and through the rise of faith-based
films that achieved commercial success. The balance

Many conservative Christians thought Hollywood was
at war with Christianity, Martin Scorcese’s The Last
Temptation of Christ especially roiling the waters,
even though others thought it to be a thoughtful and
challenging depiction of the humanity of Christ. I was
happy to see that the clip Smith uses from the film is
the one in which Christ wakes up from his long
dream about climbing down from the cross at the
bequest of the angel (Satan)and realizes that he has

In the silent era Hollywood capitalized on the public interest in
Bible stories. © Faith&Life TV

Continued on next page
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been faithful to his Father’s will after all. As I have
asked many times, where else have you seen a Crucifixion in which Christ smiles as he is dying? Of course,
there were filmmakers scornful of the church, seeing
only its hypocrisy which they freely depicted in their
movie versions of the church.
And then there was Mel Gibson whose success with
The Passion of the Christ drew the attention of Christians and non-Christians alike with its astounding success. Pastors who had said they would never attend
an R-rated film bought out whole theaters and gave
the tickets away to their members and their friends.
This also encouraged mainstream Hollywood that
there could be profit in religious films, and which also
encouraged Christian filmmakers in their efforts. He
discusses the Left Behind and other End-time films, as
well as the more domestic-themed films of Tyler Perry in Atlanta and the Kendrick Brothers at Sherwood
Baptist Church in Texas. From both centers have
emerged films that have done quite well at the box
office. In a section of his survey called “Propaganda”
Smith is as scathing in his criticism of some of these
faith-based films as any secular film critic—or myself
in VP—pointing out that many are of poor quality
production-wise or basically thinly disguised sermons
preaching to the choir. However, he sees promise,
describing faith-based films as a genre of filmmaking,
much like the slasher genre which started out being
scorned until critics began to see certain characteristics after more talented filmmakers started making
them. He is waiting for a Christian filmmaker of genius similar to a Scorsese who will at last make a film
that takes the genre beyond that of propaganda into
the realm of art.

Hollywood has profited greatly by filming the Bible.
© Faith&Life TV

their own spiritual preoccupations, producing
some of the most thought-provoking films of
the last decade. It’s unclear as to whether or
not those films would’ve been made 10 or 20
years ago. This is actually a fascinating time
to be a Christian who loves film. Theological
questions are being addressed openly, and
some really intriguing films have been made
as a result.”
Smith’s film is not an exhaustive survey. The legion of
Monty Python lovers will bemoan the omission of Life
of Brian. Also notable missing is one of my favorite
films of 1999, Kevin Smith’s Dogma, though he makes
up for this by covering (favorably) what I regarded as
the most provocative film about grace that I had
seen, Quentin Tarentino’s Pulp Fiction. And I was surprised that there was not at least a mention of the
Billy Graham-related World Wide Pictures, formed in
the early Fifties as the film ministry of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. Many of its films were
shown in theaters where at the end pastors invited
audience members to come forward to make “a decision for Christ.” The purest, and thus best, of its releases in terms of cinematic art was its 1975 release
The Hiding Place, the story of Corrie Ten Boom and
her family who hid Jews during WW 2. Except for the
appearance at the end of the film of the real Corrie, it
let the story do the preaching, and still holds up well
today because of its fine cast and production values.

He is optimistic too that Hollywood studios have been
persuaded to explore in sophisticated, and positive,
ways Christianity in major films like Spotlight, Calvary, Silence and Bad Times at the El Royale. (I was delighted that he included the last-named film, one that
a lot of Christian critics would have rejected because
of its many R-rated elements!) To quote Smith:
“This is exciting, because it has given
filmmakers like Martin Scorsese, Terrence
Malick, and Paul Schrader license to address

Continued on next page
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first 14 days are free, and afterward there is a charge
of $4.99. As I browsed their list of films, I saw a great
many shorts sold by Vision Video; several of the Turner
Bible feature films, what I think is Martin Doblmeir’s
Bonhoeffer, and a great many Bible study films, so this
looks like good site for an individual subscription.
They also offer a plan for churches that want to hold
public screenings of their films.

For Reflection/Discussion

Tyler Smith uses many clips from classic films, such as this
one from The Passion of Joan of Arc. © Faith&Life TV

The above are minor qualms. Tyler Smith film is a
critic and cohost of the podcast Battleship Pretension
and adjunct film instructor at College of the Canyons
and Chaffey College, so in his film he combines the
depth of a scholar with the enthusiasm of a film fan.
This is a film of which I enjoyed every minute and
which I look forward to screening again.
It is another “must see” film,
Reel Redemption is available via the streaming
platform Faithlife TV. According to their website the

1. The film shows how through the decades Hollywood
has profited from Biblical epics. What are some of
these, and what elements of the Biblical stories did
they stress? How are miracles handled? For groups:
list the many films and have members talk about the
ones they have seen.
2. How have some films dealing with religious personages focused more on the inner or spiritual aspect of
the person? Such as The Passion of Joan of Arc; The
Seventh Seal; Silence; A Hidden Life.
3. How did the private lives of stars, as well as sexual
and violent content of the film themselves, affected
the way that many Christians regarded Hollywood?
What do you think of the Hays Office and its code that
was in force until the Sixties?
4. How does the modern rating system place responsibility mainly on parents as to what children see,
though in the case of R-films a theater is supposed to
prevent unaccompanied children from entering? Do
you think this is a better way, in that it gives the
filmmaker more artistic freedom?
5. The film briefly discusses the Red scare and blacklist
of the Fifties during which many moviemakers lost
their jobs. What do you think of firing people or refusing to hire them because of their political affiliation?
Did the discussion of director Elia Kazan, who named a
number of his colleagues as “Reds,” add new insights
into your understanding of his classic On the Waterfront? For an interesting true story about the period
see the film Trumbo, the story of the Oscar-winning
screenwriter Dalton Trumbo and how he fought back
against the black listers.
Continued on next page

A hidden Life is a mainstream film included in this
documentary. © Faith&Life TV
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6. Do you believe that secular filmmakers have been
waging a “war” on Christianity? Does every time a film
depicts the shortcomings of a church or its leaders
mean that it is anti-Christian, or--? How does this overlook such films as Lars and the Real Girl?
7. What do you think of the charge that most Christianbased films are propaganda, illustrated sermons? Or
that opponents of Christianity, such as the atheist professor in God Is Not Dead, is a straw man easily defeated by the faithful Christian?
8. What promising signs do you see in such productions from Tyler Perry or the Kendrick Brothers at Sherwood Films? How have their films improved over the
years?
9. The director singles out several recent films as hopeful signs that Hollywood is more willing today to tackle
tough spiritual issues such as the silence of God in the
face of evil (Silence) or the forgiveness of God (Bad
Times at the El Royale) and the loss of faith (First Reformed): what do you think? How are these different,

Scene from Scorsese’s Silence. © Faith&Life TV

especially in their endings, from films dealing with
similar themes, for example I Still Believe?
10. Smith suggests that we look at faith or beliefbased films as a genre: what do you think of this? List
and discuss its characteristics? In the case of horror
films? For faith-based films to become regarded as
art, and not propaganda, how must they change?

Continued from p. 25

2. How do the Chinese and Americans see each other? How are their views a mixture of the true and the
false? What are some signs of break-through that we
see, of the two groups, or at least some of each, developing positive relationships?

authority, or--? What do you think of the company’s
measures to oppose the movement?
5. How does the Chairman regard workers? What do
you think of his comments as he walks through the
factory to inspect the robots?

3. Compare the Chinese work ethic to that of the
Americans? What do you think of the Chairman’s
statement, “The point of living is to work, don’t you
think?” Compare this to the last verse of Stephen
Foster’s song, “Some Folks”—“Some folks toil and
slave/To buy themselves a grave/But that’s not me
nor you…”

6. How is the film a foretaste of the future of work in
America? What do you think of the promise of those
politicians who promise to bring back factories to
America?
7. Compare Steven Bognar and Julia Reichert’s approach to documentary film making with that of Michael Moore’s.

4. Why do you think the Chairman is so opposed to
the workers forming a union? A curtailment to his
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Rated . Running time: 1 hours, 33 min. Our Content ratings (1-10):
Violence 1; Language 1; Sex/Nudity 0.

are like the court prophets in the Hebrew scriptures,
headquartered in and around Jerusalem where they
are ready to endorse whatever the king desires to do.
In 1 Kings we see one prophet stood alone against this
identification of the king’s wishes with God’s, though
in the full story even he at first, perhaps out of fear,
was willing to go along with his fellow prophets and
endorse the war the king wanted to wage.
Much later Jeremiah will also face the decision of
whether he should go along with the prophets popular
with the king and his court or to accept his calling
from God to denounce his own country because it had
forsaken God’s covenant. Jeremiah’s continually denouncing of the king and resistance to foreign invasion
cost him dearly, as it still does when a citizen refuses
to support a war that the government has promoted
as righteous and necessary.
In the film we are shown lots of American flags, military displays, and guns—lots of guns-- sometimes to
the stirring tune of “Onward Christian Soldiers.” There
are patriotic parades, and Jerry Fallwell, Jr. speaks to a
huge audience at his Liberty University, a bastion of
fervent Christian patriotism.
Kevin has assembled a large cast of dissenting pastors, scholars, historians, and activists to present a
good summary of how the church fell to its present
low. (You can bet none of them will ever be invited to
address the students at Liberty University or to consult
with the occupier of the White House.) The only one
of the experts I recognized was Gareth Higgins, host of
the Movies That Matter site and its annual conference, but all support the view that dates back to the
Protestant Reformation, that the beginning of the fall
of Christianity began with Emperor Constantine’s acceptance of Christianity, leading eventually to its
adoption as the official religion of the Empire. Before
that historic event, Christians had largely followed Jesus’ teaching of pacifism, refusing to serve in the army
or engage in violence. After Constantine, Christians
accepted violence, with the great theologian Augustine coming up with the theory of “the just war.” The
church even began persecuting pagans who resisted
conversion, and during the Middle Ages its leaders

But Jehoshaphat also said to the king of Israel, “Inquire first for the
word of the Lord.” Then the king of Israel gathered the prophets
together, about four hundred of them, and said to them, “Shall I
go to battle against Ramoth-gilead, or shall I refrain?” They said,
“Go up; for the Lord will give it into the hand of the king.” But Jehoshaphat said, “Is there no other prophet of the Lord here of
whom we may inquire?” The king of Israel said to Jehoshaphat,
“There is still one other by whom we may inquire of the Lord, Micaiah son of Imlah; but I hate him, for he never prophesies anything favorable about me, but only disaster.”
1 Kings 22:5-9a
“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called children of
God…
You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and
hate your enemy.’ But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for
those who persecute you, so that you may be children of your Father in heaven; for he makes his sun rise on the evil and on the
good, and sends rain on the righteous and on the unrighteous.”

Matthew 5:9; 43-45

W

riter/director Kevin Miller’s film is a polemical documentary that provides an excellent
history of what some regard as the fall of Christianity,
and others its perversion, and still others its triumph
over cruel persecution. The filmmakers are disturbed
by the antics of conservative Evangelicals who would
wrap Jesus in the American flag and pretend that this
is a “Christian nation.” Such so-called Christian leaders

Are the nation & flag too identified with Christ?
© Hat Rock Capital

Continued on next page
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stirred up the masses to join in numerous Crusades to
win back Palestine from Muslims. And, of course, there
was the Inquisition and innumerable religious wars and
persecutions—of Jews especially.
One interviewee asserts that evil came to be seen as
an external thing, not an inner one. As soon as you externalize evil, you become evil yourself. Scholars also
examine several Scripture passages that have been
used to justify complete obedience to the government.
(Remember Jeff Sessions quoting Romans 13?) Thus,
along with presenting a clear history of Christian nationalism, the film provides guidance on refuting it and
reclaiming the New Testament heritage of love and
nonviolence. This is a film crucially relevant for our
time, one that every Christian should be seeing and
discussing. Be sure to have Bibles on hand when and if
you do so. The film is not just interesting, even engrossing—it’s vital. Non-Christian might also be interested in the film: they will see that Christian Nationalism is not the position of every Christian, that there
remains alive among Christians that prophetic spirit of
Micaiah and Jeremiah, the ability and willingness, as
Thoreau put it, to say “No!” There are Christians who
love America enough to criticize it, who really believe
that phrase in the pledge that this is “one nation, under
God.”

For Reflection/Discussion
1. What was the stance of the early church in regard to
violence and serving in the Roman army? In addition to
the above passage in Matthew, see Romans 12.
2. How did Constantine’s acceptance of the church and
Augustine’s doctrine of the just war change the
church?
3. How has the church reversed Christ’s teachings by
the Middle Ages?
4. How is it that leaders always tend to assume that
God is on their side? If you have the DVD JESUS, originally shown on CBS TV in 1999, check out the dream
that Jesus has, one in which soldiers rush to kill one
another in the name of “Jesus.”
5. How does identifying God or Christ with America
reinforce one’s views and a willingness to commit
atrocities?
6. Although not in the documentary, discuss how one
American leader, Abraham Lincoln, refused to claim
that God was on his side.
31

Military parades with lots of flags are popular among Christian
Nationalists.
© Hat Rock Capital

7. How is Jerry Falwell, Jr. and his ilk like the court
prophets in 1 Kings?
8. What happened to the Dixie Chicks during the first
Iraq War? Or to dissidents during the Vietnam War
era? Why is it important that such voices be joined by
others? This is a good time to revisit James Russell Lowell’s great hymn “Once to Every Man and Nation.” (Unfortunately left out of too many modern
hymnals! The “Man” in the title can be changed to
“One” if you’re bothered by the poet’s 19th century
sexism.)
9. If this a “Christian” nation, what are we to make of
the views of such founding fathers as Thomas Jefferson
and James Madison? And by implication, what is the
place of Jews, Muslims, and others (including “nones”)
in a “Christian Nation”?
10. How are Christian Nationalists making our nation
into an idol, thus violating the first two of the Ten Commandments?

Jerry Falwell, Jr. is one of many pastors who preach Christian
Nationalism.
© Hat Rock Capital

Jump Shot
the ground. Such are the stories that documentarian
Jacob Hamilton has spent 7 years uncovering for his
film about how Sailors began his basketball career,
rose to national prominence, and then faded from
sight when he moved to Alaska. It consists of a number of David and Goliath stories that should be just as
interesting to non-sports viewers as it is bound to be
to those infected with the annual “March Madness.”
As the front credits come on, we hear echoing footsteps, and eventually see a 91-year-old man walk into
an gym, empty except for a basketball on th floor. The
man stoops down to pick up the basketball, dribbles
it—quite well—and then bounces the ball hard onto
the floor and scores a basket on the rebound. Pretty
good for a nonagenarian! He does not try the jump
shot which the rest of the film credits him for inventing, but he does proceed to talk about his life,
doing so with considerable modesty and an occasional
touch of humor. Today the jumps shot is integral to
the game, but when Kenny was young, it was a
ground game with players passing the ball until one
was clear for a shot.

Kenny Sailors was active & alive when this inspirational
tribute was filmed.
© Aspiration Entertainment
Rated PG. Running time: 1 hour, min. 19. Our Content
ratings (1-10): Violence 0; Language 0; Sex/Nudity 0.

For by grace you have been saved through faith, and this is
not your own doing; it is the gift of God— not the result of
works, so that no one may boast.
Ephesians 2:8-9

Kenny was 13 when he first used the maneuver
against his brother, and it took several years for him
to perfect the shot. He explains that when he first began jumping his momentum from running carried him
forward into his opponent, resulting in a foul charged
against himself. He learned how to come to a standstill so he could jump vertically, with his arm and elbow in the right position to make the shot. As one of
the athletes admiring a photograph of him in action
says, his jump shot was “a game changer,” becoming
so much a part of the game that people forgot that
there was a time before the jump shot. There is even
an amusing shot of one sports reporter’s column lamenting the jump shot, his complaint being that it
was” ruining the game.”

Don’t let the world around you squeeze you into its own
mould, but let God re-mould your minds from within, so
that you may prove in practice that the plan of God for you
is good, meets all his demands and moves towards the goal
of true maturity.
Romans 12:2 (Phillips Translation)

T

he old saying that Necessity is the mother of
invention was certainly true for Kenny Sailors.
Growing up with his brother Bud on a farm near Hillsdale, Wyoming, Kenny played basketball with his older brother, using an iron hoop nailed to their windmill
as a hoop. Unfortunately, he was 5” 7” and his brother way 6’ 4”. So, after his brother continually blocked
his shots, Kenny used his jumping ability to shoot
over Bud’s head and score. (With his strong legs, he
would go on to excel in track, winning the state championship in the broad jump during his high school senior year.) Bud told him it was a good shot, and that he
should work on it. He did, and so when Kenny played
in high school and college, his jump shot was so unorthodox that it literally left his opponent flatfooted on

Over the last four years of his life, up to his death just
a couple of weeks after his 95th birthday, Kenny made
himself available to the director/co-writer/
cinemaphotographer. By interspersing lengthy shots
of Sailor’s dialogue with photos, home and sports
footage, some clever drawings, and interviews with a
bench full of basketball legends, Jacob Hamilton has
Continued on next page
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created a lively film. His interviewees include Stephen
Curry, Kevin Durant, Dirk Nowitzki, Clark Kellogg, Bob
Knight, Nancy Lieberman, Lou Carnesecca, Kiki
Vandeweghe, two of his grandchildren, and others.
Stephen Curry, who also served as an executive producer, appears the most, expressing his astonishment
at Sailor’s youthful prowess on the court. So do others
as they look at a LIFE Magazine photo of Kenny, several feet above the court and the head of his opponent,
about to launch the ball onto its score-pointing trajectory.
The LIFE photo was taken at Madison Gardens in
1946, three years after Kenny, captain of his University of Wyoming team, led his fellow players to victory
in the NCAA Basketball Championships. That championship game was another touch of the David vs. Goliath theme, with sports experts expecting St. John University’s championship team to beat the country boys.
They didn’t, and Kenny was launched onto the national stage. But World War Two was raging, and within a
couple of weeks he and his teammates were in uniform. The film offers few details of his wartime experience, except to tell us that he was a Marine stationed
in the Pacific. His sports leadership skills must have
transferred easily to the military because he emerged
from the war as a captain. He married his school
sweetheart Marilynne. (There are many shots of the
attractive woman in her cheerleading and majorette
costumes and later caring for their children or as his
companion in old age.) He returned to the University
of Wyoming and played on the team, winning numerous honors, including MVP. He played professionally
for a few seasons, going against the “wisdom” of one
of his coaches who told him his jump shot had no
place in basketball. He also was told not to dribble so
much, that he should conform to the current strategy
of quickly passing the ball around to teammates. Kenny paid no heed to such off-setting advice, which may
have been why he moved about so much.

Steve Curry is one of many athletes who share their admiration of Kenny Sailors in the film.

The player retired to a Wyoming ranch because of
Marilynne’s poor health. The couple moved to Alaska
for the same reason. For 33 years they earned their
living as hunters and guides. Kenny also taught and
coached in that state at Glennallen High School, indeed pioneering the development of women’s basketball in the state. There was no girls’ team at the time
at Glennallen, and so for the sake of his daughter,

Everyone interviewed in the film that speaks about
the Hall of Fame agrees that it is incomplete without
his inclusion, so maybe this film will add to the pressure of his many supporters to include him in a future
vote.

© Aspiration Entertainment

Kenny started one. At the time Alaskan young women
played half-court basketball because it was thought
they were too delicate. Kenny knew better and
opened theirs to full-court play. Several of the female
players testify to his great influence, one of them saying that after school she tried things she never would
have but for her coach’s opening her up to new challenges.
After 59 years of marriage, Marilynne died, and Kennedy moved back to Laramie, Wyoming, where he
lived near his alma mater’s sports center. He frequently attended the games, where, because of his
past achievements, he was greeted with acclaim. The
rest of the country might have forgotten his glory
days, but not the people of Wyoming.
Much is made of Kenny’s omission from the Basketball
Hall of Fame, with one sequence in which the secret
vote is being taken, and Kenny receives the disappointing news by telephone. He takes the rebuff well,
several times in the film stating that basketball is not
the most important thing in his life. He even downplays his famous jump shot. At one point he jokes
about suing the NBA for $5,000 for the use of it.

In the meantime, we have this inspiring testament to
remind us that a person is more than any sport or job
Continued on next page
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that he has held, no matter how successful. From his
words and those spoken by others, many who know
him only by photos and film clips from his games, a
man with a warm and caring heart emerges. I chose
the Ephesian passage for the Scripture link because its
words are inscribed on Kenny’s gravestone. Besides
this testimony to his faith is the incident recalled by a
friend while he and Kenny were watching the final four
teams play in the NCAA tournament, and he asked,
“Hey Kenny, who’s in your Final Four?” Expecting Kenny to list four teams, he responded instead with, “God,
husband, father, US Marine. That’s my Final Four.”

For Reflection/Discussion
1. This is a basketball movie, but what does it have in
common with virtually all sports movies, whether documentaries or dramatized ones?
2. What is it that caused Kenny Sailors to use his jump
shot? Have you encountered some kind of problem/
obstacle in your past that challenged you?
3. Similar to the preceding question, what was it that
led Kenny to develop a basketball program for girls in
Alaska? Not covered in the movie: what was it that
really opened up sports for females in our high schools
and colleges? (See Sport Journal ‘s on-line article “A
History of Women in Sports Priot to Title IX.”

Like all good sports films, Jacob Hamilton’s is not just
about a sport, but about a human being, in this case a
man and his values and what he leaves behind. This is
a film you will not want to miss! And be sure to stay
with the end credits so you will see the clip of the unveiling of a heroic 22-foot statue and hear further tributes to this good man. Perfect ending.

4. What values does Kenny reveal in his answer about
“The Final Four”?
5. What do you think of the ways he reacted to those
who tried to get him to conform?

The film will premier online April 16-18 at http://
JumpShotMovie.com, with 10% of the proceeds going
towards Covid-19 relief.

6. What do you think of the campaign to get him enrolled in the BB Hall of Fame? Of his attitude toward
this? Indeed, who has been behind this? He and members of his family, or--?

For more details of Kenny Sailor’s life see the article
“Birth of the Jump Shot” by Brad Botkin on site of
NCAA BB.

Short Films

ano lessons together because they play duets on the
same piano. The problem, however, is that David’s
family is Jewish, and they will soon be sent away.
Heinrich wants to know where they are going, and his
mother Marianne tells him “Toyland.” Heinrich decides he wants to go, even packing his small suitcase
for the trip. Mother, of course, cannot allow this, so
she unpacks it.
Early on the day of departure Marianne looks in on her
son and is horrified to find he is gone. She rushes out
of the apartment to find him and is soon stopped by the
police. What will happen to her little son? At first I
thought of the innocent little son of the concentration
camp commander in The Boy in Striped Pajamas, but
this film takes a different path. And its different path,
just a little bit, makes me pair it with Alone in Berlin.
Watch it and see why—and also why Jochen Freydank's film won the Oscar for Best Live Short at the
2009 Academy Awards.

Toyland
Rated PG. Length: 14 min.

T

his short but effective 2009 Oscar winnergoes
well with Alone in Berlin in that it is set in Germany
during WW 2. Six-year-old Henrich is best friends
with the neighbor’s son David. They enjoy taking pi-

Click onto the title above to connect to the film on
YouTube.

This film packs quite an impact in its 14 minutes!
© Magnolia Pictures
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Story, and for Romero, the writer/producer John
Duigan, who also would go on to write episodes of
West Wing. As Fr. Bud states in his book, he divided
his programs into 3 categories: “God shows, which
focused on divine-human relationship; love shows,
which focused on individuals relating to each other
or to themselves; and justice shows, which focused
on the problems of society.”* The formats included
both comedy and dramas.

nsight is an American faith-based anthology series that aired weekly in syndication from October 1960 to 1983. Produced by Paulist Productions
in Los Angeles, the series consisted of 233 half-hour
dramas. These dealt with modern problems of faith,
ethics, and the search for meaning. Paulist Productions was founded by Fr. Ellwood E. "Bud" Kieser, a
visionary Roman Catholic parish priest who saw the
potential of promoting faith and values through the
medium of television. The first Insight series consisted of homilies written and presented by the priest,
akin to those of the popular Bishop Fulton Sheen.
But wanting to move beyond preaching, Fr. Bud
turned to story telling, using comedy, melodrama,
and fantasy to explore values and decision making.

Even though the programs were scheduled during
“public service” hours, which meant anytime between midnight and 6 A.M. or on Sundays during
the “church ghetto hour,” the series was popular
with the public and media executives and managers
because of the stars and the short well-written dramas. Two factors eventually brought it to an end.
Ambitious evangelists, using their programs to milk
money from their viewers, bought up the “public
service” time slots, and the government’s deregulation of the media allowed the station to credit
such lucrative presentations as “public service.”

Situated as he was in Pacific Palisades close to Hollywood, Fr. Bud was able to secure the services of
many movie stars willing to work between more lucrative assignments at basic union pay. (Many of
those stars donated their checks back to the Paulist
studio.) Among those stars were Jack Albertson, Ed
Asner, Bill Bixby, Beau Bridges, Carol Burnett, Laura
Dern, James Doohan, Patty Duke, James Farentino,
Gene Hackman, Barbara Hersey, Ron Howard, Ann
Jillian, Jack Klugman, Ida Lupino, Walter Matthau,
Bob Newhart, John Ritter, Mark Hamill, and Martin
Sheen, Cicely Tyson, Cindy Williams, and Flip Wilson.

Paulist Productions, which did not charge stations
for their programs, found itself shut out, a station
executive saying why should he give away a slot
free when a televangelist would pay him for it. At
its peak in 1971, Insight was carried by 171 commercial stations, but by 1978, it was down to 101.
Fr. Bud joined with Civil
Rights and Protestant
media leaders such as Dr.
Everett Parker to try to
get the FCC to change its
lax rules, but they failed
to convince its members,
and so the Catholic and
main line denominations
eventually gave up their
nationally
syndicated
programs. Fr. Bud cut
back on the number of
productions during the
early 80s, and in 1983
made the sad decision to
cease production, con-

The priest also expanded
his writing stable beyond
himself to include numerous talented professional
scriptwriters,
among
whom were Rod Serling Arthur Hiller, and
Michael Crichton. When
he went on to produce
feature films, he was
able to attract John
Wells, of future West
Wing fame to write the
script for Entertaining
Angels: the Dorothy Day
35
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cluding in his book, “I had poured twenty-three years of
my life into “Insight.” I was proud of it. It was the right
idea at the right time, and it had made a significant contribution. But now there was an abundance of evidence
indicating that time was over. ‘Insight’ was no longer the
best way to invest these resources. And so, I decided to
continue to distribute the series but to produce no new
episodes. It was time to move on; not out of show business, but to different types of shows.”** The “different
types of shows” includes the already mentioned feature
films Romero and Entertaining Angels, plus the TV films
The Fourth Wiseman, The Juggler of Notre Dame, and
We Are the Children.

Emmy Award winning writer/producer Tom Fontana, who
also served as executive producer on the film.
Fortunately for those like myself who loved the Insight
series, in 2003 the tapes of the series were entrusted to
UCLA Film & Television Archives. Now, thanks, I believe, to
them and Paulist Productions, the episodes are available
free to the public on YouTube. Thus, here at Visual Parables begins what I hope will be a long running feature of 2
to 4 Insight films per issue that include a short synopsis of
the episode, one or two related Scripture passages, and a
set of questions for discussion. These will be suitable for
church school or other group use. After a considerable
number have been covered, an index of themes will be set
up so that leaders can plan short term series on a specific
subject.

After Fr. Kieser’s death from cancer in September 2000,
Frank Desiderio C.S.P. became President of Paulist Productions and broadened the scope of the company to produce
television documentaries for the History Channel, including
Visions of Mary, Stigmata, Prophecies of Iraq, Judas - Traitor or Friend, Joseph: The Silent Saint, “The Twelve Apostles, St. Peter: The Rock and Paul, the Apostle. Healing and
Prayer: Power or Placebo was also produced for A&E. In
2004 Paulist Productions released the made-for-television
film Judas which aired on ABC and was written by multi-

Click here to go to the Insight YouTube channel.
*p. 235, The Spiritual Journey of a Showbusiness Priest.
This book, available on Amazon books, goes into more
detail on the series in Chapters 7 “Producer” and Chapter
13 “Insight, the Later Years.”
** (ibid, p. 244)

-painted clowns sing “We shall All Be Free Someday”
as they stage an execution that mocks the power of
the state. As the prisoner is shot, he opens his shirt,
and a white dove flies off, much to the delight of the
crowd. Suddenly soldiers arrive and arrest the
clowns.
A sign fills the screen announcing that this is an episode of INSIGHT. As a truck full of prisoners draws up
to the detention center, the clowns are singing their
freedom song. Inside as various arrestees are processed the clown leader, whom we learn is named
Ramon, but insists on being called Bobo, mocks the
proceedings. So much so that when he continues to
do so in their cell the head guard punches him in the

And you shall hallow the fiftieth year and you shall proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants.
Leviticus 25:10
For freedom Christ has set us free. Stand firm, therefore, and do
not submit again to a yoke of slavery.
Galatians 5:1
Themes: Social justice; Latin America; Liberation theology; Freedom

T

he story opens with a man leading a donkey
toward a gate. It blocks a jeep momentarily, and then
a truck full of soldiers as the man tries to get the balky
animal to move out of the way. Then the camera
switches to a plaza above that scene where four white

Continued on next page
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stomach. They keep singing their song,
and the angry guard returns to knock
Bobo unconscious with his pistol. Besides the four clowns an arrogant American share the one-bed cell. The other
clowns begin to lose their courage.
Bobo is escorted from the cell to a villa
where a man in an elegant white suit is
being served a meal by white-gloved
servants. He is Emilio, who has just
seized control of the government and is
in the process of consolidating his power. He addresses Bobo by his real name
“Ramon,” in a welcoming manner, recalling their days together in the University. Praising his friend’s thespian skills
when appeared at the National Theater,
he laments that Ramon took to street
theater in protest. They engage in an
argument about politics and freedom, Emilo declaring
that what the people need is “order.” Maintaining a
friendly banter, Emilio tries to bribe Ramon by offering the him post of Minister of Culture. Bobo turns it
down and is led away.
Back in the cell Bobo gives his wooden recorder to
the clown who had betrayed him and continues his
mocking manner as the guards lead him into the
courtyard where the firing squad awaits him. He loudly declares his defiance as his friends look down on
the scene. The shots ring out. His friends begin singing W

Bobo & his itinerant clown troupe are thrown in jail for mocking
their dictatorial government. © Paulist Productions

3. How does the tourist embody the stereotype of the
Ugly American?
4. Why does Emilio try to win over Ramon? What
could such a person add to his regime?
5. What parallels do you see between the story of
Christ and Ramon?
6. What effect does Ramon have on the other prisoners?
7. How does Ramon embody the two Scripture passages?
8. How does the story suggest the Paulists regarded
Liberation Theology, at the time suspected as Communistic by conservative Catholics? Three years earlier
Peruvian priest Gustavo Gutiérrez invented the phrase
Liberation Theology in his book A Theology of Liberation.

In 1974 Clown of Freedom, #374th in the series,
starred Martin Sheen as
Three years earlier Peruvian priest Gustavo Gutiérrez
had coined the word Liberation Theology in his
book A Theology of Liberation.
For Reflection/ Discussion
1. What do you think of Ramon’s, or “Bobo,” way of
protesting the tyranny of his government?
2. How, and why, can humor be a powerful weapon?
Do you recall any of the Iron Curtain humor that Eastern Europeans used during the Soviet era?

Click onto the title to watch Clown of Freedom .
Continued on next page
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God (Ed Asner) drops by, dressed in a striped white
suit and a bowler hat, and a long conversation ensues,
ranging over the Garden, the Apple, the difference it
has made and a host of other issues. Eve does not see
the “Apple thing” in an entirely negative way, and
when Adam tries to blame Eve for his eating it, God
reminds him that he cannot escape blame. The conversation shifts to guilt (God denying he wants them to
feel so) to many other subjects, the chief of which is
their future relationship with their son Cain, whom
God informs them he has forgiven and is going to have
a family with the woman God has given him. Eve is
puzzled by the word “city” when God says that’s
where Cain now lives, and she is surprised that God
has forgiven the murderer, which leads her and Adam
to reconsider their relationship with him. God leaves,
at Eve’s suggestion, after he has made them a
“bed” (you’ll love what Adam calls it!). The cute ending
shows the two, now reconciled over their differences,
sitting close together on their new bed, and it isn’t
sleep that is on their minds.

Then the Lord God said, “It is not good that the man should be
alone; I will make him a helper as his partner.” So out of the
ground the Lord God formed every animal of the field and every
bird of the air, and brought them to the man to see what he would
call them; and whatever the man called every living creature, that
was its name. The man gave names to all cattle, and to the birds
of the air, and to every animal of the field; but for the man[c] there
was not found a helper as his partner. So, the Lord God caused a
deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then he took one of
his ribs and closed up its place with flesh. And the rib that
the Lord God had taken from the man he made into a woman and
brought her to the man.
From Genesis 2:4a – 3:17

Themes: Temptation and Fall; God; guilt; forgiveness; husband-wife relationships.

I

n This Side of Eden Adam (Walter Matthau) is
working on their house frame while a disconsolate Eve
(Carol Burnette) just sits. Adam says he must keep
working so he won’t think about Abel and what
their son Cain did. Whenever Eve needs to know the
name of something, she asks Adam, and he comes
up with it. He takes great pride in his name-giving
skills. She mocks her husband, at one point saying,
“First it’s ‘aardvark’ then it’s ‘giraffe,’ now it’s
‘house.’ Where does he get these names?’ She continues to complain about things, both during this
opening segment and throughout much that follows.

For Reflection Discussion
1. This episode is similar to a Medieval morality play in that
it imagines the relationship of our first parents with each
other and God. What do you think of its light tone? Of the
irreverent way that the two humans seem to treat God?
2. What is it that Adam seems to take special delight in?
How is the ability to name something a measure of power?
Compare this and other details in the film to the Genesis
story.
3. What seems to have happened to the relationship between the couple since they ate the Apple?
4. What do you think of the way God is depicted? Not the
tall, majestic bearded figure on the ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel, is he?
5. What does the familiar way in which Adam and Eve speak
with God suggest? Do you see any trace of judgment in this
God? Though he does not let Adam off the hook over “the
Apple thing,” does he?
6. What do you think of God’s denial that he wants Adam to
feel guilt? How does this fly in the face of how the Catholic
Church and its priests (specially in Ireland) are often regarded?

God visits Adam & Eve in the home Adam is building after
Cain has been banished for killing Abel. © Paulist Prod.

Continued on p. 44
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Honor your father and your mother, so that your days
may be long in the land that the Lord your God is giving you.
Exodus 20:12
And, fathers, do not provoke your children to anger,
but bring them up in the discipline and instruction of
the Lord.
Ephesians 6:4
Themes: Father-children relationships; confronting
the death of a loved one; reconciliation.

Each of the 4 McNulty siblings recall a different aspect of
their dominating father, © Paulist Productions

T

opening up the pain of children who have been so
hurt by their father that they almost miss understanding the deep love he had for them. When older brother Matt (John Astin) and sister Agnes (Maggie Magoolie) join them, we see how Matt had been made to feel
he could never measure up to the old man’s standards
and earn his approval, Agnes, too, has her issues, but,
true to the religious connotation of her name, she
leads her siblings into a deeper understanding of the
old man when she suggests they are like the four blind
men, each of whom had touched just a part of the
elephant and thought that best described the whole
animal. As they look through a photo album and reminisce, they realize they have been selfish and ignored
the good in their father. A flashback reveals his pain
over their mother’s death and his statement that
what kept him from giving up was the four of them
who needed him, just as baby birds need a parent to
teach them to fly. They wind up far less self-centered,
and thus far wiser, equipped with a deeper meaning
of the concept of family.

oday we associate “elephant” with the saying
“the elephant in the room,” meaning a huge
problem that we try to talk around or ignore. But
when this little drama was filmed some 48 years ago
the word in the title referred to something very different. The elephant here is very much dead, the story
taking place inside a parlor where a man’s son sits
talking to the corpse of his father. The wake is being
held in the family home where the four grown children have been reunited. The son is Sean McNulty
(Martin Sheen), and his little soliloquy to his deceased
father shows little of the respect or honor of the Biblical commandment. He even says, “I thought they’d
have to drive a stake through your heart.” Then his
sister Bridget (Diane Baker) enters the room, and a
series of sharp exchanges follow. She apparently has
resented Sean, who has often been in trouble, not
realizing at times how his father had bailed him out.
She asks, “What are you going to be when you grow
up” and his bitterness shows up, “Anything but him.”
Her response reveals her hurt when she observes that
he’s working so hard to get rid of him, whereas she is
still trying to find him. A flashback shows how their
father Colin (Ford Reiny) always criticized her choice
of the men she was dating. Another finds him criticizing Sean harshly for his dropping out of so many
schools. They talk about their other two siblings, in
Sean’s case disparagingly.
All of the above transpires within the first 4 ½ minutes
before the title and front credits come on! This is a
tightly packed script with not a wasted word, skillfully

For Reflection Discussion
1. List the four McNulty siblings: which do you think
has the most reasons to resent their father?
2. Which of the four seems to be the peacemaker or
the one helping the others to understand family
matters? Does the name “Agnes” signify anything religiously? Colin tells her that although she knows more
than most men, she has to make them think they
Continued on next page
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T he misunderstood father Colin
McNulty. © Paulist Productions

know more than she does. How does this reflect the
misogynism of the time? (My wife frequently relates
how all through school her two brothers were rewarded for good grades with praise and money, where she

her more frequent “A”s and “B”s were ignored. The
episode especially painful involved her mother talking
about dating boys, and her being told that she must let
the boy think he is the smarter.)
3. How did the father fail to heed the apostle Paul’s
advice to fathers? Compare this father to those in the
2020 documentary Dads.
4. Those who have experience at funerals, what remarks have you overheard that are similar to those of
the McNultys?
5. How does Agnes’ referring to the old story of the
blind men and the elephant help her siblings? How is
our perception of the truth always a piece and not the
whole truth? How might his help in today’s acrimonious political climate?
Click on the title to watch Death of the Elephant .

Book Review

Becoming Dr. Seuss:
Theodor Geisel & the Making of an American Imagination

B

rian Jay Jones, who also wrote biographies of Jim Henson and George Lucas, tells the fascinating story of the
beloved author of books that have inspired children to love
words and reading. Long before Theodor Seuss Geisel
launched his books filled with funny creatures and words,
he was a highly successful advertiser. The first to inject
humor into advertising, his campaign for Flit, Standard
Oil’s fly-killing insecticide, made the product a household
name during our grandparents’ days, people everywhere
repeating its tagline, “Quick, Henry! The Flit!”
He also produced political cartoons, some of which, unfortunately, thoughtlessly reflected the crude racism of those
times. (Thank goodness he grew beyond this, as several of
his delightful Sneetches stories show.) During WW 2 he
joined director Frank Capra in producing films for training
troops and interpreting the war for the public. Two of his
cartoons won Oscars. He came to be Dr. Seuss when he
started writing his famous children’s books, which really
took off after WW 2. He became connected with the movement to increase child literacy when he was given a list of
250 basic words for first graders and challenged to write a
book using only them. He came up with The Cat in the Hat,
which used but 250. These and hundreds of other fascinating facts about this often-controversial writer make the
book hard to put down.

Mr. Jones also shows “the warts” of the author. Childless, he
and his wife Helen traveled the world together. She was the
one when they first met who encouraged him to give up his
ambition to become an English teacher and to concentrate on
his art. She served as muse and editor throughout their marriage, cofounding with him Beginners Books. During her last
years as she struggled with illness, Geisel carried on an affair
with neighbor Audrey Dimond, which brought much pain to
Helen, the latter committing suicide in despair. Geisel and
Audrey would marry, but there would always hang over their
heads the guilt of their affair.
Many of Dr. Seuss’s books have been made into films and
reviewed in VP through the years. The Grinch in Dec. 2018,
along with the DVD Seuss Celebration and Dr. Seuss’ Horton Hears a Who (2008) Dr. Seuss’s The Lorax (2012)
and in the Dec. 2018 VP
For a man who had no children of his own, he had an amazing ability to choose the few but correct words, reinforced by
the right tempo and rhyme scheme that appealed to youngsters—and oldsters who still retained their humor and love of
the bizarre. “I no longer write for children,' Geisel insisted
near the end of his career. “I write for people.” If you have
held onto his books, as I have, you will love this revealing
book. The man had his flaws, but the writer was perfect—in
terms of imparting the joy of life while often teaching a moral lesson as well.
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The Spiritual Journey of a Show Business Priest
By Ellwood E. Kieser

E

ven though this autobiography was signed by
and given to me by the author almost 25 years year
ago, I had read only small portions of it until recently. Always “there wasn’t enough time,” but when
the Covid-19 pandemic shut down theaters, giving
me hours of time once spent in traveling back and
forth to theaters, my reading has greatly increased,
including at last, this book. It has turned out even
better than I had expected. From its 360 pages Father Elwood “Bud” Kieser emerges as one of the
most creative and influential priests of his time, rising to
found and head a film production studio that has left a lasting legacy.
The book is a confessional at times, Fr. Bud, as he liked to
be called, having two great romances in his life. The first
was during his college years when had to decide between
marriage and his calling to become a priest, and the second
when during the turbulent Sixties he developed a close relationship with a nun, who eventually wanted him to leave
his calling and get married. In both cases the priesthood
won, though his inner struggles were intense.
His choice of becoming a member of the Paulist Fathers
was based on their interest in reaching those outside the
church. Early in his ministry on the staff of a Los Angeles
church he taught many classes and developed his interest in
television as a means of speaking to those outside the
church. Negotiating the complex politics of a diocese that
was headed by a conservative cardinal, he managed to
begin production on what became the Insight series. His
first year featured him on camera presenting an oftenillustrated sermon. The presentations received a good response, especially a program he did denouncing antiSemitism. The second year he left sermonizing behind to
develop a documentary approach. By the third year, realizing that stories would be more effective, or as he put it,
letting the gospel tell its own story, he used drama. Eventually he was able to draw on Hollywood professional writers
and actors, considerably enhancing the appeal of the series
as the series, given away free to cooperative TV stations,
spread throughout the country. I will not go further into
this, as you can find more details in my article on Insight
elsewhere in this issue.) There are two chapters in his book
that relate some delightful stories about the early and the
later phases of the series.
There is a fascinating chapter on the Second Vatican Council, with Fr. Bud at first approving of it from afar, and then,
joining other priests in Rome, developing a 15-minute radio
program in which he reported to people back in the United
States what was transpiring. Later he visited the famineravaged regions of Africa, taking along a crew to make a
video record of the disaster so that they could create appeals for help.* Back in the States, the priest and others
shared what they saw on numerous national and local TV
shows, helping to stir up support for the massive relief efforts that saved thousands of lives.

Fr. Bud was interested in improving the quality of
television as a whole because it so affected our entire culture. Using his persuasive powers, he and his
associates raised funds to set up the HUMANITAS
Prize Awards in 1974 to encourage and empower
writers to ”focus on the best of human values and
strive for meaningful content.” In other words, he
wanted to encourage writers to tackle important
social justice and human relationship themes.
Among the scripts that have won over the years
are those of such series as Hill Street Blues;
M*A*S*H; The Wonder Years; China Beach; The West
Wing; and I’ll Fly Away.
Once Paulist Productions gave up on Insight, the priest
turned to feature film development, it requiring five years
to get Romero to the public. Much of the book’s 16-page
“Introduction” includes his description of the trip he and
script writer John Sacret Young made in March 183 to El
Salvador to see the country first-hand and talk with people
who knew him—both those who loved and several who
hated him. From the background details it contains of the
making of the film, this portion alone is worth the price of
the book. In Ch. 17 “Romero” he goes into more detail,
including his growing admiration for star Raul Julia, and in
the next to the last chapter, Ch. 18 “Dorothy,” he shares
both the story of making the film and his reflections on
Dorothy Day herself. His last chapter, Ch. 19 “The Journey,” can serve as a model for all of us to reflect on our
own lives, as seen through the filter that it is not success,
but the question of how faithful a servant have we been,
that is important.
This book should appeal to anyone curious abut “the making of” movies, along with a desire to survey some significant events of the last half of the 20th Century, the Second
Vatican Council, the famines in Africa and the world’s
response, and a person’s spiritual journey. It is a book I
will be returning to—which means it’s “a keeper”—and I
think you will find it to be for you also.
* I was interested to see that Michael Ray Rhodes, a longtime friend of Visual Parables, was part of his crew, often
serving as cameraman. Indeed, Mike is mentioned several
times in the book, especially when Fr. Bud goes into detail
on the making of Entertaining Angels, Ch. 19 “Dorothy.”
Mike served as producer on 57 of the episodes, associate
producer on 10, and directed 20 of them. After an interlude of directing a large number of episodes of various
commercial series such as Christy and China Beach, he
worked again with Fr. Bud to direct The Fourth Wiseman
and Entertaining Angels: the Dorothy Day Story. The priest
writes that their relationship was so close that it was like
“father and son”).
New York, Paulist Press, 1996.
Currently available on eBay.
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May 4th, 1970—Part One

ding anniversary. When the parents of Allison Krause
called the campus police trying to find out about their
daughter they were told, “Everything is okay. Nobody
was hurt.” “The first official statement from the university to the parents of the slain students came not
on May 4, but on the following day, when President
White sent a personal telegram to the parent.” (p.
433)

I

t was May 1970 and I would soon be graduating from
Danville High School, Danville, Ohio. My hometown had a
population 1,000 and was the only place I had lived. There
were 50 in my graduating class and I was the youngest
member of the class, age 17. The late 60’s were so different than where the town I was from; Danville felt more
like a “Leave it to Beaver” world than the times being
broadcast into my living room: Woodstock, the Vietnam
war, drugs, and anti-war protests. I would be starting to
college that summer at Bowling Green State University
and I hoped to graduate and become a history teacher. I
knew that my life would never be the same going off to
college. And then, May 4th happened!

67 Shots: Kent State and the End of American Innocence by
Howard Means (c. 2016. The “Prologue” opens with
the names and information of the 24 Americans that
died on May 4 in South Vietnam.)
Death at Kent State: How a Photograph Brought the Vietnam War Home to America by Michael Burgan (c.
2017) The book contains four chapters: Four Days in
May; The Path to Kent State; The Nation Reacts; Looking for Answers; plus, a Timeline.

In 1970 my classmates probably could not conceive what
our lives would be like twenty years after high school graduation, let alone fifty years out. In May 1970 some of us
were vaguely aware that some would head off to war,
some would start college in the fall, a few might get married soon, most would find employment close to home.
None of us ever thought that our 50th class gathering
would be cancelled/postponed; The word that comes to
mind for me is from the movie The Princess Bride (1987),
“Inconceivable!”

When Truth Mattered: The Kent State Shootings 50 Years
Later by Robert Giles (recently published, March 30,
2020)

DVD resources:
The Day the 60s Died: The Kent State Shootings (PBS, 60
minutes) This DVD chronicles May 1970, the month in
which four students were shot dead at Kent State.
“The mayhem that followed has been called the most
divisive moment in American history since the Civil
War.”

At the start of this January 2020 we received notice that
our class would assemble this summer. And then COVID19 changed all social gatherings; class reunions and high
school graduations radically changed!

Ken Burns’ The Vietnam War is a major documentary on
the war. You can see various clips on this series including
one featuring John Legend on Kent State: https://
www.facebook.com/kenburnspbs/
videos/302875993975252/

If you want to know about the May 4th event that took
place fifty years ago, there are some excellent resources.

Books include:

Web resources:

Top ten books on the shooting at Kent State: https://
digbooks.net/history/kent-state-shootings (Includes pluses
and minuses of each book and what makes the book stand
out.)

The documentary, Kent State: The Day the War Came
Home, (2000, 47 min.) https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=kent+state+the+day+the+war+came+home
Lesson Guide: https://dcmp.org/guides/9752.pdf

Kent State: What Happened and Why by James A. Michener (c. 1971) In his forward Michener notes that
after the May 4th shooting at Kent State over 750 college and universities closed or attempted to close. My
cousin who was a senior that year at Kent State remembers having to get a ride home as all the students
were ordered off the campus. Probably the most
shocking facts that Michener reports come in chapter
6 “Reflections.” The parents of Sandy Scheuer, one of
the Kent Four Dead, were celebrating their 27th wed-

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TdCpI2qdsd8

Four Dead in Ohio:

CSNY: Four Dead in Ohio https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YX95QSKBODo
John Filo on photographing the Kent State shootings:
https://
Continued on next page
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=OazarEBEgfo

The second part of my article (Visual Parables, June 2020)
will focus on art and music related to 1970 and Kent State.

Speaking out: Kent State photographer on iconic photo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxBZj_eo44A

Doug Sweet

Dan Rather speaks on the Kent State shootings and America
as a whole (FULL INTERVIEW) May 5, 2018: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpMO282id_4

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Duj2d5Pf_XA
Remembering Kent State:

THE DAY THE '60S DIED | Moments After the Shootings,
PBS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I5-I1mJ2KL4

DougSweet52@gmail.com

PS: May celebrates the opening of Star Wars in the theaters,
Memorial Day weekend, on May 25, 1977. May 2020 also
celebrates the 4K release of the individual nine films along
with a boxed set of 27 discs that includes 4K versions, Bluray discs, and nine bonus discs of special features. (Google
Star Wars 4K boxed set for information on the special features and photos of the boxed set.)
Original teaser trailer: https://www.imdb.com/video/
vi1317709849
Re-cut trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PHBFwCzfsLA

Kent State Mystery Continues (40th anniversary): https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvFkEP2hUNw

This month all the gospel lessons come from
Matthew, so this is a good time to get out your 2-disc
copy of The Visual Bible’s Matthew. WHAT? You still
don’t have this invaluable tool? Click onto the title to
see more about this fabulous Bible study tool.

son. But in The Shack it is all three “Persons” of
the Trinity that are portrayed, God the “Parent”
or “Papa” is played by a woman, and later by a
Native American actor; Jesus by an Israeli actor;
and the Holy Spirit, called Sarayu, by a Japanese
actress. The filmmakers demonstrate great sensitivity by such diverse casting!

June 7, 2020. Trinity Sun.
Matthew 28:16-20.
This is one of the few placin the New Testament
where the Trinity is evoked,
and the only feature film I
can think of in which the
Trinity is central is the film
version of The Shack. In
such films as Oh, God! and
Bruce Almighty God is represented by a single per-

June 14, 2020. 2nd Sun. after
Pentecost

es

Matt. 9:35-10:8 (9-23).
As Jesus ministers like a
shepherd to the needy people he realizes that the time
ripe for his message of the
kingdom of heaven, so he
chooses 12 under
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shepherds to carry out his ministry of healing bodies
and souls. What a contrast between his mission training and instructions compared to popular war films in
which a leader gathers a group of men for a mission.
In the WW 2 film The Dirty Dozen, note the number, a
group of prisoners condemned to die are recruited
and trained for a mission. Their training and their mission are the exact opposite

at the temple boldly proclaiming his divinity when
he says, “I and the Father
am one.” The leaders do
not believe this, Jesus narrowly avoiding death by
stoning by the outraged
people. He escapes to the
other side of the Jordan,
John concluding with, “And
many believed in him
there.” This is somewhat
like the ending of the legendary story of Robin Wood
in the 1939 classic The Adventures of Robin Hood. When King Richard slips back
into England and travels incognito, he is intercepted
by Robin and his band. Richard tells Robin that he is
conducting on the King's business. The outlaw, not
recognizing the king whose cause he has been supporting, asks if he supports Richard rather than John.
King Richard replies, "I love no man better.” When at
last his royal identity is revealed, Robin and his men
show their fealty by kneeling before him.

June 21, 2020. 3nd Sun. after Pentecost
Matt. 10:24-39.
Jesus’ words about God’s
watch care and the disciples of
being of more value than the
sparrows brings to mind the
lovely gospel song by lyricist
Civilla D. Martin and composer
Charles H. Gabriel “His Eye is
on the Sparrow,” that actress
Ethyl Waters used for the title
of her autobiography. She
sings this song, along with two
children in the 1952 movie
version of Rachel Carson’s play
Member of the Wedding.The
title refers to 12-year-old tom
boy Frankie Addam who in the
scene pours out her frustrations to the family maid and caretaker Berenice and
her neighbor friend John Henry. Led by the boy, Berenice sings the song to calm the distraught girl. The scene can be viewed on YouTube by clicking onto the title. This will take you to the longer of the two versions, almost 10 minutes, that includes Ms. Water’s
explanation of how she persuaded the playwright to
include the song in the scene. The less than threeminute version, which should appear on the same
page, includes just the actress and the children singing.

Cont. from p. 38

7. How does Eve react to God’s statement that he has forgiven Cane of the murder of his brother? How does this
affect the way in which the couple now want to relate to
their exiled son? Discuss God’s statement, “I put you here to
love and fill up my earth.”
9. What do you think about the ending? Would you normally expect its insinuation in a religious story? What does it
say about the church’s view of sex, and how the world expects it to regard it?

June 28, 2020. 4th Sun. after Pentecost
Matt. 10:40-42.
Unlike Mark’s gospel in which Jesus keeps his Messiahship secret, John’s gospel in chapter 10 depicts him
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